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ADDRESS FROM THE PATRON 

“Everything is based on maintaining the principle of looking at science as something that has not yet been found and 

can never be found, and of constantly searching for it as such.” We can apply these words, used by Wilhelm von 

Humboldt in his memorandum for the foundation of the University of Berlin in 1810, to describe the basic idea of 

academic teaching in general. The same holds for universities in the 21st century, especially when they are committed 

to Liberal Arts and Sciences education. Here teaching and learning is in different ways focused on solving fundamental 

and important problems and must therefore be based on or at least related to science and scholarship. Thus, the basic 

idea of the university becomes visible, namely the unity of research and teaching. 

As a newly founded institution that is committed to innovative, interdisciplinary, and international academic training, 

University College Freiburg (UCF) is particularly oriented to research-based teaching and learning. We share this 

concept with many comparable institutions, some of them being our partners. One of the most agreeable features is 

the collaboration among our students who are eager to establish a European Liberal Education community. So it may 

not come as a surprise that some of them, especially UCF’s Students’ Outreach Committee, inspired by and 

collaborating with their fellows from other colleges, started a scientific-scholarly journal, taking into account all 

necessary requirements: the articles (on different topics in the Humanities, the Social, and the Natural Sciences) to be 

elaborated according to the rules of the respective disciplines, reviewed by peers, reliable and methodologically sound. 

And here it is: The first issue of angLES, the Liberal Educations Students Journal. 

As UCF’s Director of Outreach, I was asked to take on patronage for angLES, which I gladly did. Now I am truly 

proud of having this first issue before me. Having done research and teaching at several universities and scientific 

institutions in Germany and abroad for decades, I am deeply impressed by the quality of the articles and the wide range 

of topics they cover – all according to the state of the art, interesting and important, innovative and interdisciplinary. 

The beginning could not have been better. I would therefore like to thank all students who took this initiative, especially 

Ruth Rohde, Jonas Skorzak, Mathias Hempfling, and Laurin Ganser. I am also grateful to everyone who contributed 

to this first issue as authors and reviewers. For the future, I wish that angLES will continue on the same path and at 

the same level. May it be helpful in establishing a community of Liberal Education students and thus contributing to 

mutual understanding and international collaboration, in Europe and beyond. 

 

Prof. Dr. Hans-Joachim Gehrke 

Director of Outreach, University College Freiburg 
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EDITORIAL 

Good ideas rarely fall from heaven to land neatly in an individual person’s lap. Rather, good ideas arise, are developed, 

and prosper through discourse and argument with others, and engagement with the world around us. Debating, offering 

our perspectives and challenging one another becomes more than simply the display and exchange of ideas. Rather, 

engagement becomes fertile ground where new ideas can flourish. This is very much the spirit of Liberal Arts and 

Sciences education, and the way we structure our learning: as a communal process. Yes, as students we may sometimes 

feel like hermits in the desert, pondering over the meaning of a particular text, a difficult research question or 

unanswered problem, spending days (and nights?) in the library and surviving on coffee and book dust. But then we 

go back: we take what we have gathered and we bring it into community, into problem based learning, into seminar 

discussions, into common rooms, dorms, student committees, and late night debates at College pub crawls, and parties 

– depending on our specific program set-up or individual preferences.  

The journal in your hands embodies all the good (and some of the chaos-creating) qualities of communal learning. As 

the first pan-European liberal education students journal it would likely never have ben created if we as students 

remained  unaware of how much amazing work is being done all around us: we see this work presented in our local 

classrooms but also internationally at our Liberal Education Students Conferences (LESCs) and Symposia (LESSs). 

In founding angLES we aimed to carry forth the spirit of interdisciplinarity and international collaboration and thinking 

which are at the basis of these institutions. As we present the first issue of angLES today, I believe we have achieved 

this goal. After receiving 21 diverse submissions from 10 universities in seven countries, a positively challenging peer-

reviewing and editing process, today we are presenting seven contributions. These span a variety of approaches and 

fields ranging from the critical analysis of Shakespeare’s “Caesar and Cleopatra” to a GIS supported analysis of the 

German trade in scarce water resources.  The journal has benefitted immensely from the learning students have already 

undertaken in their home universities: the authors and their scientific curiosity, the editors and their spirit of 

collaboration, the peer-reviewers with their skills to be open-minded and give meaningful feedback, and, hopefully, 

the readers who may find inspiration in these pages. This journal is a way for all of them to learn together in a new 

way, to put all their skills and knowledge together to create an outcome that may inspire others as well as themselves.  

Yet, if it is rare for ideas to fall from heaven, their execution never does. And so, we must thank the community who 

gave life to this one. Special thanks go to the amazing staff of the University College Freiburg, specifically Hans-

Joachim Gehrke, Reto Schölly, Paul Sterzel and Elina Schleutker, for encouraging and supporting the project. We 

want to thank the students, organizers and faculty members who supported and connected us on a European level, 

particularly the LESC 2019 committee at Bard College Berlin and Daniel Kontowski. We want to thank the authors 

and peer-reviewers for generously sharing and developing their ideas with us and their willingness to give and work 

with feedback and criticism.  Personally, I would like to thank the wonderful members of the editorial board and the 

outreach committee of the University College Freiburg. Without them, their patience, dedication and creativity this 

project would not have been possible.  

In this spirit, we are looking forward to the next issue of angLES, the expansion of the ECOLAS students network 

advanced by Samuel Abrahám of the Bratislava International School of Liberal Arts and our fellow student Hannah 

Bunt from UCL, the next LESS and LESC conferences in Vilinius this year, as well as new ideas that may come from 

them.  

We wish you a happy new decade, and good reading! 

Ruth Rohde 

Chair of the Editorial Board 
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Let Rome in Tiber Melt and the Wide Arch of the Ranged Empire Fall! 
The Role of the Egyptian Other in the Transition from Roman Republic to Empire in 

Shakespeare’s Antony & Cleopatra 
– Clara Berger – 

– University College Freiburg – 

 

ABSTRACT 
William Shakespeare’s history play Antony & Cleopatra is often considered, together with the plays Coriolanus and Julius Caesar, 
as one of his three Roman history plays. Together, the three tragedies construct a history of the transformation of the Roman 
system of government, from early republic to the advent of empire. This paper will consider the role of Egypt and its prime 
representative Cleopatra in the demise of the Roman Republic in Antony & Cleopatra. In the first part, the play is considered in 
comparison to Shakespeare's other Roman plays to establish the transformation of Roman institutions and virtues culminating in 
Antony & Cleopatra. In the second part, I analyse the construction of the Egyptian sphere. During the play, the Egyptian realm is 
constructed as a virtuously inferior Oriental Other. The influence of the Egyptian Other determines the decline of the institutions 
and virtues of the Roman Republic, giving way to the autocratic Roman Empire. 

Keywords: William Shakespeare, Antony and Cleopatra, Roman Republic, Roman Empire, Othering 

 
INTRODUCTION 
 
As a poet and playwright, William Shakespeare 
remains one of the most prominent figures of English 
literature. Despite their age, his works have not lost 
their current relevance and they continue to provide 
meaning for people today. Especially Shakespeare’s 
tragedies offer much potential for interpretation in 
terms of contemporary events, questions, and power 
struggles. Thus, it comes as no surprise that modern 
stage adaptations regularly occur on the schedule of 
any major theatre, especially in the anglophone world. 
These productions are often widely broadcast and stir 
debates, such as the 2017 New York Delacorte Theater 
staging of Julius Caesar, which presented the late 
dictator in analogy to US president Donald Trump. 
Regarding political motives, three plays stand out of 
the canon as particularly engaging with the question of 
state transformation and those are the so-called 
“Roman plays”, which trace the ancient Roman 
development from republic to autocratic empire. In 
this paper, I will focus on the tragedy that depicts the 
last moments of the declining Roman Republic in the 
first century BCE, Antony & Cleopatra. This tragedy 

follows the relationship of Mark Antony, a Roman 
triumvir who overseas a third of the Roman territory 
and commands his own army, and Cleopatra, Queen of 
Egypt, which is under Roman guardianship at the time. 
In Antony & Cleopatra, the Roman Republic, 
governed by the triumvirate of Mark Antony, Octavius 
Caesar, and Lepidus, is under attack from the outside 
as well as from the inside: While a revolt emerges in 
Sicily and the Parthian empire attacks Rome, the 
triumvirate has its own internal conflicts. Antony 
neglects his duty, enjoying himself at the Egyptian 
court, and Octavian eventually betrays the 
triumvirate’s internal truce, striving for complete 
power over Rome. These conflicts culminate in the 
final civil war of the Roman Republic in which 
Octavian defeats the allies Antony and Cleopatra, 
ultimately leading to their double suicide. 
Shakespeare’s Antony & Cleopatra has prominently 
influenced the representation of Cleopatra and ancient 
Egypt as an Oriental Other in European-influenced 
media since its first performance, presumably in 1607 
(Cohen, 2016; cf. Said, 1978). As this work continues 
to participate in contemporary cultural discourse, it is 
fruitful to approach it through the lens of current 
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postcolonial theory conceptualising the Oriental Other 
on the basis of the influential works by Edward Said 
on Orientalism and Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak on 
Othering. In this paper, I will enquire which role the 
Oriental Other Egypt, represented by Cleopatra, plays 
for the decline of the Roman Republic in 
Shakespeare’s Antony & Cleopatra. To consider this 
question, I will first examine how Shakespeare traces 
the ancient Roman transformation from Republic to 
Empire in the context of the other Roman plays, to 
establish the decline of the Roman Republic with its 
virtues and political institutions in Antony & 
Cleopatra. Subsequently, I will analyse the depiction 
of Cleopatra and the Egyptian realm as subordinate, 
feminised, sexualised, and exotic Oriental Other. 
Finally, I will merge the two strands of analysis to 
argue that it is Egypt in its function as the Oriental 
Other that consolidates the transformation from 
Roman Republic to Empire: Egypt’s institutions 
impact its Roman colonisers as much as the actions of 
its erratic queen, who embodies the Oriental Other, 
influence Antony, who represents the dying Roman 
Republic with its virtues. The encounter of Rome with 
the Egyptian Other in Shakespeare’s Antony & 
Cleopatra consolidates the transformation from the 
Roman Republic into the Roman Empire. 

 

THE DECLINE OF THE ROMAN REPUBLIC 
 

After Coriolanus and Julius Caesar, Antony & 
Cleopatra is the last of William Shakespeare’s Roman 
plays if ordered by the historical episodes they 
dramatise. The Roman Republic had already 
undergone considerable transformation towards an 
empire when the story line of Antony & Cleopatra sets 
in. In Coriolanus, the Roman Republic is young, and 
its political institutions are still emerging—the play, 
for example, covers the introduction of the people’s 
tribunes who represent the plebs in the senate (1.1.205-
6).1 In Julius Caesar, set 450 years later, Rome had 
already conquered great parts of the Mediterranean 
territory and northwest Europe under the eponymous 
general. The Republic was already declining, when 

 
1All references to plays by William Shakespeare stem from the 
edited version by Greenblatt et al. and are referenced as 

act.scene.verse. 

Julius Caesar was proposed as sole monarch. After his 
assassination, which intended to restore the 
Republican system, a civil war flared up ending in a 
power-sharing triumvirate that consisted of Octavius 
Caesar,2 Lepidus, and Mark Antony, who became “the 
senators alone of this great world” (Antony & 
Cleopatra, 2.6.9). This is the setting in which the 
tragedy of Antony & Cleopatra sets in. According to 
Cohen (2016), “the republic is virtually dead when 
Antony & Cleopatra opens” (p. 2778); Rome is well 
into the transition from republic to empire. However, 
Rome is not yet the autocratic empire as which it is 
known after the coronation of Caesar Octavius as 
Emperor Augustus. Antony is Octavius Caesar’s last 
obstacle on his way to becoming emperor and so Mark 
Antony’s defeat in the Civil War gives way to the rise 
of the autocratic Empire. Shakespeare’s Antony & 
Cleopatra monitors the consolidation of this 
transformation from Roman Republic to Roman 
Empire. 
 One way in which this transition can be 
attested is by tracing the development of political 
power first held by a collective, later owned 
predominantly by individuals. In Antony & Cleopatra 
this transition is reflected in the characters of the play 
which hold power as individuals rather than as a 
collective, unlike in the earlier set Roman plays. 
Although individuals as heroes like Coriolanus play a 
great role in the Republic, they are controlled by the 
people and depend on the collective to gain political 
power; in Coriolanus’ case, for example, notably on 
the plebeians, as illustrated in act 3 of the same-titled 
play. In Julius Caesar, the public is still present but 
does not play a role in decision-making, other than 
being object to manipulation. While the conspirators 
around Cassius and Brutus represent the Republican 
ideals as a collective with Brutus as an individual 
spokesman (2.1.86-228), the institutional power of 
Rome lies largely in dictator Caesar and later the 
triumvirate, centralising the political power in three 
persons. In Antony & Cleopatra, the people do not 
occur as a force, but rather as individuals associated 
with a certain position within a hierarchy. If they occur 

2He was the great nephew of Gaius Julius Caesar and later 

emperor Augustus. The shortened name Caesar will in the 

following refer to Gaius Octavius Caesar. 
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and utter a shared opinion, for instance as a soldier 
advising Antony against a sea battle in 3.9.62-68, there 
is no power to it as he does not listen. Like Rome, 
Egypt, too, is chiefly represented by its Queen 
Cleopatra as singular sovereign under Roman control. 
While the Roman characters are part of military 
hierarchies, with Mark Antony and Octavius Caesar on 
top, the Egyptian characters fit into the hierarchy of the 
court circling around Cleopatra. In both realms, 
attention and power is centralised in individuals as is 
the case in an empire (cf. Jones, 2018), which Egypt 
had been before its conquest and towards which Rome 
is developing, as Shakespeare illustrates with the focus 
on power-holding individuals rather than collectives. 
The emphasis of this second, Egyptian realm with its 
imperial hierarchies converging at the person of 
Cleopatra furthermore demonstrates the Roman 
transformation.  

In Antony & Cleopatra, the attention shifts 
away from the internal politics of the Roman Republic, 
as focused on in Coriolanus and Julius Caesar, and is 
instead directed at Rome’s imperial domains, notably 
Egypt. The majority of the action does not take place 
in Rome but in Alexandria and at the battlefields in the 
south-east of the Roman Empire. This shift can 
moreover be monitored by the lack of political organs 
and institutions, such as the Senate and members 
thereof, which are very present in the other two Roman 
history plays. Instead, in Antony & Cleopatra, military 
individuals, particularly Antony and Octavius Caesar, 
determine Roman politics. The opposition to the 
conquered Egypt thus consolidates Rome as a 
conquering imperial power. 
 As the political institutions are well into an 
imperial development at the beginning of Antony & 
Cleopatra, so are the Republican virtues. What is left 
are only traces of what was valued in the Roman 
Republic. Despite Cohen’s (2016) statement of the 
Roman virtues being dead at the beginning of the play 
under scrutiny, Antony can be understood as “the last 
survivor” “of a heroic culture” (p. 2778).3 His death 
therefore implies the end of Roman virtues as valued 
in the Republic, which is the final nail in the coffin of 
the Roman Republic. Moreover, the virtues depicted in 

 
3While Pompey also exhibits Republican virtues (2.7.54-82) and 
fights for a Republican cause (2.6.9-20) like Brutus (in Julius 
Caesar) or Coriolanus (in act 1 of the eponymous play), 

Shakespeare’s other Roman plays are violated in 
Antony & Cleopatra, foremost by the central Roman 
characters Antony and his companion Enobarbus. 
While Cominius asserts in Coriolanus that “valor is 
the chiefest virtue” (2.2.81) of the early Roman 
Republic, Enobarbus denounces Antony’s valour as it 
overtrumps his reason when Antony leaves to 
challenge Octavius Caesar in duel at the end of act 3. 
He clearly does not perceive valour as the highest 
virtue to strive for but rather rationality. But Antony, 
too, violates Republican virtues, as he strives for 
monarchical power (3.6.1-19) and leaves his battle to 
follow Cleopatra, which is displayed as an act of 
shame (3.10.17-23). The Roman virtues expressed in 
the play have developed over time and are not the same 
anymore as those in the Coriolanus, set at the 
beginning of the Republic. Shakespeare portrays in 
Antony & Cleopatra the death of Republican values, 
which seals the decline of the Roman Republic. In the 
play, this development is decisively influenced by an 
Egyptian Other as the following examination will 
demonstrate. 
 

THE OTHERING OF EGYPT 

 

In Antony & Cleopatra, Shakespeare approaches 
ancient history from a Roman perspective, identifying 
the Roman as Self, and the Egyptian as Other. As a 
renaissance playwright engaging with Roman sources, 
notably Thomas North’s translation of Plutarch’s Lives 
of the Noble Grecians and Romans, Shakespeare 
covers Roman, not Egyptian, history in his plays, and 
his vantage point is accordingly rather Roman than 
Egyptian. This perspective can be exposed by the role 
of Cleopatra in the play. As established in the first 
section, the acting entities of the play are individuals 
rather than collectives. Cleopatra represents the whole 
of Egypt and is addressed as such in 5.2.13; the 
depiction of her persona thus expands to the entire 
realm which she represents. While it has been argued 
that Cleopatra is the central character of the tragedy 

(Cohen, 2016, p. 2779; Čađo, 2014, p. 29), she is 
portrayed through a Roman lens, rendering her a 
subordinate and morally inferior Other. Jensen (2011) 

Pompey’s influence perishes under the imperial struggle for 

hegemony between Antony and Octavius Caesar. 
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defines Othering as “discursive processes by which 
powerful groups, who may or may not make up a 
numerical majority, define subordinate groups into 
existence in a reductionist way which ascribe 
problematic and/or inferior characteristics to these 
subordinate groups” (p. 65). Importantly, Othering is 
multidimensional, meaning there are usually several 
forms of social differentiation that create the Other 
(Jensen, 2011, p. 65). In this case, the Romans as 
colonisers constitute the powerful group.  Although 
Cleopatra is the peak of the Egyptian hierarchy and has 
authority over her people, as the leader of a conquered 
territory she is subordinate to her partner Mark Antony 
and the Roman Empire he represents.  In the play, the 
Egyptians colonised are reduced to intersecting, 
morally inferior characteristics. 

First of all, Cleopatra is a woman and fulfils 
as such her position of power in a feminised way. 
When named by her position, she is almost exclusively 
referred to as “queen,” scarcely with genderless terms 
like pharaoh or leader, which stresses the fact that it is 
a woman who holds the position of power. This 
clashes with the Roman role of a woman, who is not 
supposed to be powerful in the political realm but 
rather characterised by the virtue of motherhood 
(Cohen, 2016, p. 2780). Moreover, Cleopatra’s power 
is depicted as that of a “seductress” (Cohen, 2016, p. 
2777) – it is sexual in nature. In her sexual power she 
is unrivalled, as Enobarbus informs us in 2.2.246-50. 
This is how she gained power by her relation to Julius 
Caesar, and control over Antony as “she pursed up / 
his heart” (2.2198-199), with purse alluding to her 
vagina (cf. note by Greenblatt et al. to 1.2.161). 
Furthermore, all the scenes at the Egyptian court, with 
or without Romans being present, are full of sexual 
allusions, for example in 1.5.8-18. Shakespeare 
thereby constructs a sexualised picture of Cleopatra 
and Egypt, which contradicts Roman morals of 
chastity and honour; sexual morals that are echoed in 
the Christian value system of Shakespeare’s times. 
While her femininity allows for a role of sexual power, 
it constrains her from other forms thereof, notably 
strategic and military power. Being both in Roman and 

 
4 E.g. convincing Antony to stay in 1.3, making 
Antony pardon her when he hears of her death in 

4.13-14 

Elizabethan times a male domain, it is from military 
power that Roman Republican virtues and honour 
derive in Shakespeare’s plays (Maus, 2016, p. 2933). 
Even though Cleopatra has responsibility over a fleet, 
Enobarbus deems her unfit for war because of her 
femininity (3.7.1-14) and later does not hold her 
accountable for the military decision to flee in the 
battle of Actium because, as a woman, she could not 
help her fear (3.13.3-6). Throughout the play, 
Cleopatra is volatile and short-tempered, embodying 
the female stereotype that spontaneous emotions guide 
her (upset/ hurt pride (1.3), longing (1.5), 
jealousy/rage (2.5.)) rather than reason and 
calculation, qualities that male characters like 
Enobarbus are bestowed with. This is particularly the 
case in the beginning, when the characters are 
introduced. She does not engage in or understand witty 
metaphors (3.7.9), Enobarbus denies her to be cunning  
(1.2.142-144), and when she is manipulative, her 
calculation often does not succeed.4 Cleopatra and, as 
she embodies Egypt, also the whole realm is thus 
feminised and portrayed as inferior in virtue, due to 
lacking valour, intelligence, and constraint. 

While the historic ruler over Egypt, 
Cleopatra VII Philopator, was of Macedonian origin 
and received Greek education, Shakespeare’s 
Cleopatra is marked as ethnically and culturally 
different and exotic Other. Although it is anachronistic 
to apply modern and postmodern conceptions of race 
to Shakespeare’s understanding of phenotype, in a 
current reading of the play, one can comprehend 
Cleopatra also as racialised Other, as she is described 
“with Phoebus’ amorous pinches black” (1.5.28) and 

“tawny” (1.1.16; cf. Čađo, 2014, p. 26). Certainly, she 
is not portrayed as Greek or Hellenistic, with which the 
Romans as well as a Renaissance audience might 
identify as Self, sharing mutual cultural origins. 
Instead, she is depicted as ethnically different. One 
way in which this manifests is in spiritual terms. The 
Egyptian court does not invoke Greek gods but alludes 
to Roman mythology (e.g., 1.5.18) or invokes the 
Egyptian goddess of fertility, earth and moon, Isis, that 
Cleopatra incarnates at her wedding (3.6.17) and is 
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referred to (3.13.155; cf. Cohen, 2010, p. 2780). 
Moreover, the ancient, mythical spirituality of Egypt, 
which nourishes exoticism, is furthered by a language 
of animated “earth” in regard to Egypt. Mary Thomas 
Crane (2010) argues that there is a cognitive and 
perceptual difference between Egypt and Rome, 
expressing itself in the dichotomy of fertile, spiritual 
and sensitive “earth,” and conquered, visual, and 
humanly modifiable “world.” While the term “world” 
occurs in Antony & Cleopatra to refer to the Roman 
realm, earth implies an Egyptian conception.  Even 
though Crane (2010) argues for an alternative 
understanding of the Roman-Egyptian binary relation 
(p. 102), the conceptual difference that she introduces 
substantiates the perception of Egypt as profoundly 
different from the perception of Rome, which gives 
way to Othering from the colonising, in this case 
Roman, perspective. 

In Antony & Cleopatra, this Other is, 
however, not just different from the Roman Self, but 
more specifically portrayed as an exotic Oriental 
Other. Egypt is referred to as “the East” multiple times 
and its exotic, often sexual characteristic is stressed, 
for example when Antony affirms "I' th' East my 
pleasure lies" (2.3.41) or that "The beds i' th' East are 
soft" (2.6.50). The Oriental, exotic, luxurious and 
erotic characteristics of Egypt climax in Enobarbus’ 
sensual description of its queen in 2.2.202-230. While 
the Romans appreciated Egypt for its luxury, 
festivities and exoticism, it is seen as a foreign realm, 
a conquest that is now dominated by Rome, but 
remains different. The fascination with the Other—the 
sexuality (e. g. 1.2.131-151), the strange animals 
(2.7.26-27), the extensive drinking (2.6.129)—does 
not express respect and equal value but rather the pride 
of colonial domination; all this belongs now to the 
Roman conqueror, as Lepidus expresses towards 
Antony “your serpent,... your sun, … your crocodile” 
(2.7.26-27). All the binaries of Rome and Egypt 
explored previously exemplify Orientalism; the 
opposition of a disciplined, masculine Roman West as 
opposed to a feminised, irrational, emotional East, as 
Paul Cantor (2014) illustrates (cf., pp. 71-72).  While 
Orientalism, as suggested by Edward Said (1978), is 
an inherently modern conception to explain a modern 
sociopolitical phenomenon, it nourishes from earlier 
representations of the Oriental Other like 

Shakespeare’s Antony & Cleopatra. The exotic 
Cleopatra continues to inform the imaginary of the 
Orient, which allows for the contemporary 
stereotyping of “the East” whose politics Said explores 
in his work. It is this fantasy of the luxurious, spiritual, 
idle, and sexualised Egyptian that segregates Egypt as 
Oriental Other from the Roman Self. 

The danger that this exotic Other bears is 
expressed in the symbolism of snakes, which are 
linked to Cleopatra. In multiple instances Cleopatra is 
referred to as Antony’s serpent (e.g., 1.5.25, 2.7.26) 
and in death she unites with them, tucking an asp to 
her breast and wrist, killing herself with their poison 
(5.2). While serpents in some cultures symbolise 
fertility and the earth, which also fits the representation 
of Cleopatra as established above (cf. Crane, 2010), a 
Shakespearean audience, well-versed in the Bible, 
would understand serpents first  and foremost as 
symbol of deceitfulness and seduction, based on 
Genesis 3 when the serpent tempts Eve to eat the 
forbidden fruit, causing ‘the fall of men’ (cf. Cohen, 
2016). This connotation connects Cleopatra directly to 
sin, as opposed to virtue. Also, when she invokes 
serpents in her anger, demanding that “kindly 
creatures / Turn all into serpents” (2.5.78–9), they 
symbolise evil. Furthermore, their occurrence in the 
play is about half of the time in reference to their 
poisonous characteristic, which alludes to Cleopatra’s 
capability to be harmful, in the end even fatal, towards 
Antony and the Roman Republic. And, indeed, she 
seduces Antony to abandon Roman virtues and live an 
Orientalised lifestyle, leading to the definite end of the 
Roman Republic. 

 
EGYPT’S INFLUENCE IN THE DECLINE OF 
THE ROMAN REPUBLIC 
 

On an institutional level, the encounter with the 
Egyptian colony changes the young imperial Rome. In 
Antony & Cleopatra, the two realms, Rome and Egypt, 
are demarcated in opposition to each other, 
constituting two separate entities. Yet, by their 
confrontation, they influence each other mutually, as 
Cohen (2016) demonstrates in the eroticisation of 
Rome and the militarisation of Egypt (p. 2777). While 
Egypt transforms under the colonial rule, the impact 
on Rome is even greater, as Cantor (2014) utters: 
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“Rome’s encounter with Egypt, with its centuries of 
imperial rule behind it, accelerates the corruption of 
traditional Roman institutions” (p. 70). Those 
traditional institutions are the remnants of the 
Republic, which are violated prominently in Antony’s 
coronation and the outset of his and Cleopatra’s 
dynasty (3.6.1-19). Shakespeare presents this 
particular event through Octavius Caesar’s 
contemptuous eyes, which exposes the influence of the 
pompous, luxurious, hierarchical, and sexual Egyptian 
Other on the triumvir. As Cantor (2014) points out, 
Caesar’s contempt derives from the clash of the 
centralisation of power in a god-like sovereign and the 
Roman Republican values, while Antony’s “imperious 
behaviour” (p. 70) fits to the Empire that Rome has 
otherwise already become. However, Octavius Caesar 
reveals a very similar behaviour in centralising the 
Roman political power after Antony’s defeat, in 
becoming the first Roman Emperor Augustus (Cantor, 
2014, p. 71). Among the circumstances that lead to the 
tragic fall of Mark Antony, the impact that the Othered 
Egypt and its queen had on him are central. 

Cleopatra’s deceitful and volatile actions 
greatly influence Antony’s behaviour and lead to his 
fall, giving way to the autocratic Roman Empire. 
While Cleopatra develops into a more and more 
complex character over the course of the play, the 
characteristics stressed as being responsible for 
Antony’s fall are those of the exotic Other, examined 
in the last section. Firstly, it is Cleopatra and her 
luxurious, indulgent, and sexualised lifestyle at court 
as well as her mocking that made Antony neglect his 
duties in Rome in the first place (1). Secondly, 
although Cleopatra offered her fleet to support 
Antony’s naval power and insisted on participating in 
the sea battle (3.7), she flees from the scene at Actium 
and thus makes Antony give up this decisive battle and 
leave as well (3.10). In the second sea battle near 
Alexandria, the surrender of her fleet causes again the 
defeat, this time the final one. Thirdly, Cleopatra’s 
attempt to manipulate Antony into pardoning her by 
feigning her own death triggers Antony’s own death 
(4.14). These actions that characterise Cleopatra as 
deserting, manipulative, and eventually poisonous 
Other all influence Antony’s fall and with it the end of 
the Roman Republic. But it is not only Cleopatra’s 
actions that lead to the decline; more important is the 

way Antony responds and how he behaves under the 
influence of the Other. 

The greatest effect has the Egyptian Other on 
Antony’s Roman virtues. The play opens with Philo’s 
comment on what has become of the once god-like 
general, who used to embody the Roman Republican 
values of valour, masculinity, activity, rationality and 
discipline; and whose life is now circling around sex 
with Cleopatra (1.1.1-9). Antony adopts during the 
play most of the characteristics established above as 
morally lessening the Egyptian Other: He is feminised, 
being “not more manlike /Than Cleopatra” (1.4.5-6) 
and  “is become the bellows and the fan/ To cool a 
gypsy’s lust” (1.1.9-10) that is constantly having sex 
with Cleopatra. He furthermore gives in to his fear of 
being overtrumped by the younger Octavius Caesar at 
the warning of a soothsayer and decides to go back to 
“Th’ East where my pleasure lies” (2.3), intending to 
return to his hedonistic lifestyle. Leaving Rome, he 
also leaves his position within the system of checks 
and balances of the Roman Republic, allowing Caesar 
to dispose of the third Triumvir Lepidus (3.5) and 
causing the war between the remaining two triumviri. 
In this war, Antony proves to have become militarily 
inept when he decides to first fight by sea, even though 
his fleet is inferior to Caesar’s (3.7). Similarly, he 
leaves the battle of Actium, abandoning his troops 
(3.10), which probably constitutes the climax of his 
loss of Roman virtue, chiefly valour, the utmost 
Republican virtue as established earlier. In both 
instances Antony’s decisions are led by emotions 
rather than rationality, another feminising and, from 
Roman perspective, inferior characteristic that he 
adopted from the Egyptian Other. While he restores his 
Republican virtues in showing the valour and rationale 
to kill himself to save his honour, those Republican 
values die with him. His defeat also means the end of 
the Roman Republic, both virtuously and 
institutionally, as Antony had been the last instance 
that could prevent Octavius Caesar from becoming the 
first autocratic Roman Emperor. In this sense, 
Antony’s exclamation in reaction to Cleopatra’s 
teasing “Let Rome in Tiber melt and the wide arch/ Of 
the ranged empire fall!” (1.1.34-35) in the very first 
scene of the play, when he decides to ignore the 
messenger from Rome to spend time with Cleopatra 
instead, can be understood as a prophecy: the empire 
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Let Rome and Tiber Melt and the Wide Arch of the Raged Empire Fall! 

he knows will fall or at least melt and form a “new 
world order” (Cantor, 2014, p. 78) under Octavius 
Caesar as Emperor Augustus. The quote also reveals 
the influences of the Egyptian Other in this process, as 
Antony adopts both the Roman conception of the 
world as crafted arch, and the Egyptian elementary and 
nature-bound idea to melt in Tiber (cf. Crane, 2010, p. 
105). In the context of the scene, these two lines 
furthermore illustrate Cleopatra’s manipulative 
influence, as she, the idle, jealous seductress mocks 
him into abandoning his duty. 

  

CONCLUSION 
 
The encounter of Rome with the Egyptian Other in 
Shakespeare’s Antony & Cleopatra consolidates the 
transformation of the Roman state from Republic to 
Empire. The comparison with Shakespeare’s other 
Roman history plays Coriolanus and Julius Caesar 
illustrates that this transformation is already well 
progressed when the action of Antony & Cleopatra 
sets in – on an institutional level as well as virtuously. 
The shared power of the triumvirate is one of the few 
remaining connections to the Roman Republic in 
Antony & Cleopatra, constituting the final obstacle 
before the manifestation of the autocratic Roman 
Empire. At the end of the tragedy, the downfall of 
Mark Antony, and with him the Republican 
institutions and virtues, give way to Octavius Caesar’s 
rise as Emperor Augustus. The end of both, Antony as 
character and the Roman Republic he represents is 
fatally confirmed by the influence of Cleopatra and the 
Egyptian realm. This realm is throughout the play 

constructed as a feminised, sexualised, culturally 
different, oriental, deceiving – in sum – morally 
inferior but exotic Other. The Othered Egypt, bundled 
in its queen, actively and passively impacts the decline 
of Roman Republican institutions and values, most 
prominently with Cleopatra’s influence on Antony, 
whose actions determine the victory of Octavius 
Caesar over Mark Antony, enabling his autocratic rule 
– the end of the Roman Republic. 
 The analysis of Shakespeare’s Antony & 
Cleopatra in light of postcolonial theories reveals the 
destructive potential of the Oriental Other in 
contemporary receptions of the play.  As 
Shakespeare’s early 17th century interpretation of 
Roman history continues to prevail in contemporary 
society shaped by coloniality, a contemporary 
audience receives the play differently than an English 
Renaissance one. Approaching the play from a 
postcolonial perspective allows to understand current 
representations of Cleopatra and Egypt, which 
participate in maintaining contemporary power 
relations. In the context of examining the 
transformation of the Roman political system in 
Antony & Cleopatra, the political import of the 
representation of the Oriental Other becomes visible. 
While Egypt’s influence is not the sole cause, it 
decisively contributes to the decline of the Roman 
Republic and seals its fate. The influence that the 
Oriental Other plays in the decline of the Roman 
Empire in Shakespeare’s Antony & Cleopatra, as 
analysed in this paper, continues to inform 
contemporary representations of Cleopatra, ancient 
Egypt and the Orient.
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Free to Be... You and Me?  
How Sex Assignment Surgeries on Intersex Bodies Demonstrate that Individuality Remains 

Constrained in Liberal Democracies  
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ABSTRACT 
Liberal Democracy is commonly understood as the political system which grants the most personal freedom and even supports 
and encourages individuality of its citizens. However, when looking at the popularity of sex assignment surgeries (SAS) it is 
questionable if liberal democracy really lives up to its promise. These surgeries, which aim to binarize the genitalia of people born 
with intersex genitalia, are not only medically unnecessary but also painful and often permanently hinder the ability to feel sexual 
pleasure in the genitalia. Why would people who are free to be themselves, and supported in being themselves, undergo such a 
procedure? This question will make the research question of this paper more tangible: Does liberal democracy truly grant 
individuality? To investigate this question two philosophers, Michel Foucault and Kwame Appiah, and their relevant concepts will 
be introduced. Then, their accounts will be applied to the case study of SAS. From there, the paper will use both sides' arguments 
to analyse the role of liberal democracy in granting individuality, eventually concluding that normalization and other mechanisms 
of disciplinary power must be actively countered by liberal democracies in order to ensure real individuality. 
 
Keywords: liberal democracy, individuality, intersex, sex assignment surgeries, disciplinary power, normalization 

 

 

Human nature is not a machine to be built after a 

model and set to do exactly the work prescribed for it, 

but a tree, which requires to grow according to the 

tendency of the inward forces which make it a living 

thing. - J. S. Mill (1998, p. 66)  

INTRODUCTION 
 
Let us begin by introducing Emma. Married to a man 
at age 19, Emma was dissatisfied with the sexual 
pleasure he could give her. Therefore, Emma initiated 
and maintained sexual relationships with multiple 
women on the side. The clue? Emma was raised as a 
female but was born with both a " (...) penis-size 
clitoris and a vagina, which made it possible for 
him/her to have 'normal' heterosexual sex with both 
men and women" (Fausto-Sterling, 1993, p.23). 
Thereby, Emma falls into the category of an intersex 
person, which is defined as an "individual who 
deviates from the Platonic ideal of physical 
dimorphism at the chromosomal, genital, gonadal, or 
hormonal levels." (Blackless et. Al., 2000, p. P. 151). 
Defined more simply, intersex means not fitting into 
the binary of male and female bodies, which can be on 
genital, hormonal or other physical levels. 

Emma was part of a series of interviews with 
intersex people conducted by Hampton and Young 
(1937) in the early 20th century. S/he, and other 
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intersex participants in this study reportedly wished for 
no change in their bodies. Nowadays, however, 
intersex people with non-binary genitalia like Emma 
often undergo a so-called 'sex assignment surgery' 
(SAS). During the last decades, especially after the 
Second World War with the re-emergence of the 
traditional nuclear family roles, a relative carefreeness 
was replaced increasingly by a new rigid belief that 
without genital surgery, intersex people with 
ambiguous genitalia would be "(...) hopeless 
psychological misfits doomed to live always as a 
sexual freak in loneliness and frustration" (Dewhurst 
& Gordon, 1969, p. 28; Fausto-Sterling, 1993). Today, 
the WHO has classified genital ambiguities, and other 
intersex conditions, as medical abnormalities that 
ought to be medically corrected and 'normalized' 
(Boyle et al., 2005). While such a rapid change of 
attitude seems eerie to begin with, the procedure of 
SAS and its consequences double this impression: 
most surgeries lead to a partial or complete lack of 
potential for sexual pleasure in the genitals, and often 
entail painful and long-term practices like dilating 
'underdeveloped' vaginas over the course of months. 

While this case will be elaborated upon in the 
following section, a significant discrepancy can 
already be made out when opposing the case of SAS 
to the fundamental values and promises of liberal 
democracy. Liberal democracy prides itself on 
supporting individuality: the freedom to live life and 
exist as chosen by oneself (Mill, 1998; Macleod, 
2018). How is the promise of individuality being 
supported and nourished reconcilable with the urge to 
adapt one's body to a dominant binary, at the cost of 
sexual pleasure and bodily comfort? After all, SAS are 
not a solution to any actual medical problem (Boyle et 
al., 2005). Facing this discrepancy, the following 
fundamental question poses itself: Does liberal 
democracy truly grant individuality to its citizens? 

This question, the present paper's research 
question, will be discussed with the help and in the 
light of SAS, which pose a tangible case study to 
ground the abstract discussion and arguments of this 
paper in real life. It may at first appear odd to discuss 
a case study which affects a comparatively small 
amount of people when investigating a claim about 
liberal democracies as a whole. However, when 
questioning the actual accessibility of individuality, it 

is necessary to look specifically to cases of deviance 
from societal norms, meaning to the tail ends of the 
societal bell curve, because individuality only truly 
exists when it can also clash with what is considered 
normal. This consequentially requires investigating 
groups which are relatively marginal in number. 
Hence, a supplementary research question is posed 
which concerns SAS specifically and will help 
approaching the research question at hand in a tangible 
manner: Are SAS reconcilable with the promise of 
individuality in liberal democracies? 

Investigating the questions at hand is 
significant in two ways: firstly, as of now, there is an 
increasing popular disillusionment with liberal 
democracies (V-Dem Institute, 2018). In such times, it 
is crucial to face their issues head-on instead of only 
restating their fundamental promises. Their 
unfulfillment only makes people lose their faith in the 
functionality of the political system even more. 
Experiences of intersex people, for example, must be 
taken into account when debating the actual 
functionality of the current political system, and may 
help to detect large-scale shortcomings which create 
dissatisfaction. Secondly, with several states now 
allowing a third sex option in legal documents, the 
intersection of liberal democracy and the concept of 
binary sex is a political hot spot right now, and their 
relationship should be critically discussed 
(Bundesverfassungsgericht, 2017).  

This paper will first conceptualize the idea of 
individuality in liberal democracies and outline the 
case study of SAS. Then, Kwame Appiah's and Michel 
Foucault's stances on individuality in liberal 
democracies will be introduced, before both research 
questions will be answered from their respective 
positions. Having established two contradictory 
answers to the leading questions, a discussion will 
ensue in which I analyse the legitimacy of both 
accounts and give my own opinion on the issue, 
concluding that the case of SAS exemplifies how 
individuality remains significantly constrained even in 
liberal democracies.  

PRELUDE: THE LIBERAL PROMISE OF 
INDIVIDUALITY  

Liberalism and Liberal Democracy cannot be 
monolithically defined, wherefore this paper will 
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utilise Held's (2006) account of liberal democracy and 
Mill's (1998) account of individuality. Held (2006) 
defines liberal democracies, which are democracies 
based on liberalism, as "(...) united around the 
advocacy of a constitutional state, private property and 
the competitive market economy", attempting to 
uphold "the values of freedom of choice, reason and 
toleration" (p. 71). A central part of the liberal interest 
is therefore the freedom of the people from 
government interference. While a state with coercive 
power has to exist in order to secure freedom, law, and 
security, it must not interfere with the "(...) political 
and social freedoms of individual citizens, with their 
pursuit of their particular interests" (p. 71). This 
freedom from interference and freedom of pursuit of 
one's own interest is best expressed in Mill's (1998) 
concept of individuality: it can be defined as freedom 
of character, which means being given space to 
discover and develop one's own life (Held, 2005, p. 72; 
Mill, 1998, p. 64; Macleod, 2018). Mill (1998) 
beautifully illustrates this concept in the quote placed 
at the beginning of this paper. This idea of 
individuality has gradually found its way into the very 
centre of liberal democratic theory and is considered 
the key to achieve dignity and live a good life (Held, 
2005; Macleod, 2018). 

CASE STUDY: SEX ASSIGNMENT SURGERIES  

In 2017, the German Federal Constitutional Court 
decided that alongside the binary sexes of 
male/female, there should be a third option available: 
divers, which means 'diverse' in English 
(Bundesverfassungsgericht, 2017). The main reason 
for introducing this option was the insight that the 
acknowledgement of a person's sexual identity is 
crucial for human dignity as well as necessary to allow 
for self-determination. Nonetheless, genitals which do 
not fit into the sex binary are still listed in the WHO 
international classification of diseases - categorised as 
deformity and anomaly (Boyle et al., 2005). 
Furthermore, in 2006 the endocrinological societies of 
the US and EU decided to replace the terms 'intersex' 
and 'hermaphrodite' with the term disorder of sex 
development (Feder, 2009). Considering this 
medicalisation of intersex conditions, it is not 
surprising that there are routinised sex assignment 
surgeries (SAS), which adjust the genitalia to the 

standard sex binary (Boyle et al., 2005). Around 1-2% 
of live births fall into the broad category of intersex, 
which includes hormonal and chromosomic ambiguity 
(Blackless et al., 2000). There are no reliable numbers 
of how many of these births have ambiguous genitalia 
- however, of the 1-2% of intersex births, a tenth10 % 
(i.e. an overall 0.1-0.2%) receive SAS in the course of 
their life. 

When talking about SAS, a distinction is 
made between the surgeries on babies, and the 
surgeries conducted on adults who can give consent 
(Feder, 2009). On the one hand, SAS on babies is hotly 
debated but mostly condemned (Human Rights Watch, 
n.d.). Many people demand to prohibit these surgeries 
until the children are of age and can theoretically give 
informed consent to the procedure. On the other hand, 
SAS on adults are not very present in popular 
discourse and lack research about their effects and 
appeal. This illustrates the perceived distinction 
between the outraging 'non-consensual' surgeries on 
babies, and the 'consensual' surgeries done on adults 
(Feder, 2009). However, this delineation is quite 
problematic: the fact that adults 'choose' to go under 
the knife does not make it less necessary to critically 
discuss these decisions, since "cultural imperatives are 
likely to impinge on expert advice about adult surgery 
and on decisions to accept it" (p. 230). 

The need to critically examine and discuss 
the motives for subjecting oneself to SAS becomes 
evident when looking for example at their effects: 
firstly, significant scarring of genitalia is often 
accompanied by loss of sexual sensation and medium 
to intense pain during sexual intercourse, especially 
when female genitalia were the outcome of the SAS 
(Creighton, 2001; May, Boyle, & Grant, 1996). 
Secondly, for example female sex assignment often 
requires vagina dilation with manual dilators, which is 
not only painful but also takes up to several months - 
and may have to be a lifetime commitment to repeated 
painful dilation to keep the now 'normal'-sized vagina 
open (Boyle et al., 2005). 

SAS are medically unnecessary (Human 
Rights Watch, n.d.). So why are they so popular and 
widespread? Boyle et al. (2005) interviewed patients 
before and after their surgeries, to take notes on their 
motivations and post-surgery experiences. The 
motivations can be classified in three overarching 
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categories. Firstly, some patients perceive their non-
binary genitalia as freakish and monstrous and are 
entirely uncomfortable with their appearance. 
Secondly, the majority of interviewed patients wanted 
to prepare their body for a serious relationship in the 
future - this, for them, included being able to have 
sexual relations in a 'normal' way. They thought in a 
binary way: do a SAS and get a partner, or do not do 
SAS and be unable to initiate and maintain a 
relationship. Thirdly, some patients did not have a real 
intrinsic motivation to undergo SAS. They report that 
their doctors told them it was standard procedure in 
their cases, and that there was no real question if 
undergoing SAS is wanted or necessary. Boyle et al. 
(2005) then sum up these motives as being symptoms 
of underlying, "(...) dominant ways of making sense of 
the world," which "(...) appears to shape both the 
desire for genital surgery and its medical provision" (p. 
583). This supports Feder's (2009) aforementioned 
thesis that cultural imperatives are at work in the 
facilitation and promotion of SAS. 

Considering the implication of this case 
study, namely that compelling social forces and 
thought paradigms are the underlying reason for the 
prevalence of SAS, and knowing the liberal idea of 
individuality, the aforementioned question now 
explicitly poses itself: Is the existence of SAS 
reconcilable with the promise of individuality in 
liberal democracies? By investigating this question, 
the overarching question of this paper can be 
approached without relying on abstract speculating: 
Does liberal democracy truly grant individuality to its 
citizens? Two philosophers will now take a stand on 
both research questions.  

APPIAH: LIBERAL DEMOCRACIES ENABLE 
INDIVIDUALITY  

Appiah (2001) argues that rather than Mill's (1998) 
image of a plan of life that every individual can make 
out by themselves, everybody under liberal democracy 
is free to develop a unique identity. Identity, for him, 
refers to what we live as, an expression of who one is 
(Appiah, 2001). Naturally, this definition is not 
congruent with the modern image of identity, which is 
defined as social identity categories like gender, race 
and sexual orientation. Appiah instead describes 
identity as consisting of two dimensions: for one, the 

collective identity, which is the result of social identity 
categories. For example, a collective identity would be 
shaped by the social norm and expectations for a white 
lesbian woman, a black man, and so on - these 
intersectional categories are influential to different 
degrees on the people within those categories. The 
second dimension is the personal dimension which is 
made up of character traits: how intelligent one is, how 
charming, possessive, or talkative. 

Appiah's (2001) identity, the sum of these 
two layers, is what structures an individual’s sense of 
life. To explain this thesis, he introduces a new 
conception of self-creation, which is located in the 
golden middle of authenticity and existentialism. The 
authenticity conception of the self maintains that one 
must discover a hidden Self and stay true to it. The 
existentialist conception maintains that there is no 
inherent Self, and one must create one's self from the 
bottom up. Appiah disagrees with both and argues that 
identity is something that is deliberately created by a 
person but is always created in response to fixed 
circumstances on which one has no influence on. One's 
self-creation must make sense given the cards one is 
dealt - but one can choose how to play them, and what 
to add to them. Self-creation is "(...) tied to something 
out of our control, (...) a creative response to our 
capacities and our circumstances" (p. 325). For 
example, while someone cannot choose their sexual 
orientation or certain disabilities, their interpretation 
and the environment's response to it, one does have the 
choice in how far to conform to the respective 
stereotype, and the capability to transform whatever 
traits one has into a great and rare art - one's 
individuality.  

Having established the process of self-
creation and individuality, it is time to turn to its 
facilitating framework: liberal democracy. According 
to Appiah (2001), a liberal democracy puts the quest 
of self-creation at its centre, and "tries to construct a 
state and society within which it is possible". To fulfil 
this vision, a state has to facilitate negative and 
positive freedom. Firstly, negative freedom as defined 
by Isaiah Berlin (1959) describes freedom from 
interference in one's life. Only requiring negative 
liberty, and to the full extent, is however a misguided 
quest: the government is not an enemy of freedom, but 
an ally (Appiah, 2001). A state aiming to allow and 
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promote self-creation also needs to provide support 
and enable: while a hands-off approach has its 
benefits, the real freedom to self-realisation only 
comes with education, welfare and other state-
sponsored assistances. This is in support of positive 
liberty: the freedom to do something (Berlin, 1959). 
Most people simply need to be enabled and supported 
in this endeavour. Appiah (2001) also immediately 
shoots down the major objection to positive liberty, 
raised by Berlin himself, that positive liberty is a 
breeding ground for state manipulation and other top-
down abuses: "If a person possesses any tolerable 
amount of common sense and experience," Appiah 
quotes Mill (1998) saying, "his own mode of laying 
out his existence is best." (p. 75). In sum, Appiah 
(2001) hence argues that liberal democracy is the 
system which explicitly and best facilitates its subjects' 
self-creation of their individuality.  

Appiah's take on SAS  

The case study raised the question if the prevalence of 
SAS is reconcilable with individuality. Appiah (2001) 
would argue that SAS are perfectly reconcilable and 
even supportive of his model of individuality under 
liberal democracy. Appiah would consider intersex 
genitalia a card one is simply dealt, which can however 
be framed and re-framed according to the individual's 
wishes in the process of their self-creation. To 
recapitulate, Appiah argues that the circumstances of 
life on which a person has no influence on are the basis 
on which people create their individuality. Intersex 
genitalia, to him, is one of the pre-set conditions one 
can simply have. From this starting point, Appiah's 
theory highlights a choice. Do you refuse to align with 
the binary, or do you choose to conform to the standard 
of the sex binary? 

On the one hand, Appiah (2001) would 
condemn the SAS on babies. They are not yet rational 
beings who are able to create a life for themselves - 
following Mill (1998), Appiah (2001) explicitly 
condemns the act of imposing values and expectations 
on another person's existence because it counters the 
whole idea of self-determined individuality. On the 
other hand, Appiah would support the option of adults 
choosing SAS surgeries. He therefore would uphold 
the distinction between consensual and non-
consensual surgeries. Concerning consensual 

surgeries, it is up to every individual to handle and 
respond to their given cards in ways they deem fit. If 
their individuality requires having binary genitalia, 
then SAS is a support that grants them this possibility. 
To elaborate, Feder (2009) claims that while medicine 
should work to ensure health and support human 
flourishing, its support for and performance of SAS 
shows that it has become a monster which creates and 
imposes an ideal of normality on people. Appiah 
(2001) would entirely disagree: SAS are an option, a 
lucky medical possibility, which grants human 
flourishing by supporting individuals to whom it is 
important to fit into the sex binary. SAS, in fact, are a 
tool, a support, to free self-creation.  

What about the objection that the hegemony 
of the norm pressures people into feeling like they 
need to undergo SAS? Appiah (2001) would have two 
arguments at his disposal to counter this objection to 
his stance. For one, as already illustrated, imposing 
moral values and opinions on others is illegitimate in 
a society of individuality. Furthermore, Appiah urges 
to trust the people, who all have at least minimal 
common sense and rationality, to choose for 
themselves. If people choose SAS, it is them 
responding to the circumstances of their life in their 
own, unique way, and create a Self from it that makes 
sense to them. Hence, besides the illegitimacy of 
universalising and imposing certain views of right and 
wrong, it must be acknowledged that each person is the 
master of their own ship, the captain of their own soul 
- and no one is better suited to steer. Ultimately, 
therefore, the existence of SAS and the seemingly 
pressured individuals who choose it do not pose a 
threat to the fact that liberal democracy promotes 
individuality. In fact, it may even pose a primary 
example of self-creation.  

FOUCAULT: DISCIPLINARY POWER'S 
CONSTRAINT ON INDIVIDUALITY  

To outline Foucault's hypothetical take on 
individuality in liberal democracies, three of his ideas 
will be addressed: disciplinary power, normalising 
judgement, and self-creation. Firstly, Foucault 
introduced a new conception of power in his works 
which exists alongside the common understanding of 
power as coercive. Two central characteristics of this 
preconception must be addressed to be able to 
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approach the research question. Firstly, power is 
constructive (Taylor, 2014). It creates through 
practices and discourses the way in which subjects 
behave and conceive of themselves and their 
surroundings (Gutting & Oksala, 2019; Taylor, 2014). 
It therefore does not limit and constrain liberty and 
individuality, but rather creates individuals in a way 
that they are located within societal constraints 
(Taylor, 2014). Consequentially, these norms which 
are imposed on the people feel so authentic, natural, 
and often also intrinsic that they do not consider 
alternative social options: they are being "(...) molded 
to desire only that which is considered appropriate to 
desire" (Taylor, 2014, p. 77). Secondly, this power is 
not centralized. One may like to imagine that such a 
covert power originates from a mastermind with 
dystopian, Orwellian goals. However, Foucault 
understands power as something dispersed all 
throughout society, located in social groups, 
institutions and traditions (Gutting & Oksala, 2019). 
Power is a network, and while it does have specific 
aims, it is not stemming from or supervised by an 
instigator.  

Aside from this general reimagination of 
power, Foucault gave more specific accounts of 
constructive power in different areas of social life. One 
of them, stemming from his analysis of the prison 
system, is disciplinary power (Gutting & Oksala, 
2019). He argues that instead of the old system of 
punishment, where laws were the standard of right and 
wrong and transgressions were more or less 
draconically punished, a much more effective system 
rose in modern societies: disciplinary power. With the 
help of various techniques of control, people can be 
held in line without the perils of physical coercion and 
violence: people are now "(...) controlled not only as 
objects of discipline but also as self-scrutinising and 
self-forming subjects" (Gutting & Oksala, 2019, §40). 
While individuals are indeed disciplined from the 
outside, they also internalise this discipline, and aim to 
create themselves according to it.  

One of the specific mechanisms by which 
disciplinary power works towards its primary goal of 
nullifying deviance is normalising judgment (Gutting 
& Oksala, 2019). This technique of control is focused 
on deviance and ensuring that deviant people are 
realigned with society's norms. Modern societies have 

defined standards and norms for almost everything, 
from medicine over education to sexuality. The 
existence of such a norm is allowing a categorisation 
of people as normal versus abnormal, the latter of 
which may seek treatment or other forms of help. 
These norms, it must be reminded, do not appear to the 
subjects as imposed from the outside and disciplining. 
Rather, they are internalised by people and held up as 
truth, which leads to people adopting and 
understanding these standards as their own, willingly 
submitting to correction. Disciplinary power therefore 
ensures adherence of all people to a certain norm, 
without making them feel like they are coerced into a 
set of rules that is external to them. In the case of a 
failure to meet the norm, individuals will perceive it as 
their own shortcoming (Taylor, 2014). This 
disciplining through imposing societal standards or 
norms is called normalisation, and results in members 
of a society adhering to confines of the societal norms.  

While Foucault's disciplinary society thereby 
paints a dark picture in terms of individuality, it also 
has to be noted that in other works, Foucault 
emphasises the power of subjects to partake in, or take 
over, their creation. They are not agency- and hopeless 
in the face of disciplinary power. In fact, the best way 
to oppose disciplinary power and society is to engage 
in self- creation and exploring ways to live and think 
outside of the prison (Gutting & Oksala, 2019). 
Authentic individuality, therefore, is the remedy for 
discipline. Nonetheless, it is challenging to become 
aware of the disciplinary power one is under, which 
renders resistance such as individuality more of an 
error term than a regular occurrence (Foucault, 1998). 
And without resistance there is no genuine 
individuality: disciplinary power "(...) changes the 
space of possibilities for personhood.” (Feder, 2009, 
p.235). Therefore, despite acknowledging the 
possibility and desirability of self-creation, Foucault's 
answer to the research question would likely be the 
following: disciplinary power, which is found in any 
modern state, covertly creates people after a norm by 
disciplining them and giving rise to internal self-
discipline. Considering these forces, which lead to a 
person's normalisation, individuality cannot exist 
authentically - unless active awareness is followed by 
resistance and self-creation.  
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Disciplinary power constrains individuality. 
But what is the role of the liberal democracy in this 
constraint? On the one hand, Foucault points out that 
no one is actively steering disciplinary power. It is 
simply a feature of modern societies that has passively 
developed. Therefore, it does not signify corruption of 
liberal democracy per se. In fact, it can be argued that 
liberal democracy, through granting negative and 
positive liberty, is the state form which best supports 
individuality: when people do break out of the 
disciplinary control, liberal democracy provides them 
with the best support for their individuality: for 
example, they use little to no traditional power and 
coercion. Hence, liberal democracy is not at fault for 
disciplinary power, but is of merit to real individuality 
by giving the opportunity for authentic self-creation to 
the ones who overcome it. 

On the other hand, however, there is a certain 
hypocrisy to the liberal promise of individuality which 
can be quite dangerous if unexamined: it conveniently 
plays into the hands of disciplinary power. This is 
because one of disciplinary power's greatest strength is 
that people who are subjected to it do not experience it 
as coercion. Liberal democracy, by creating and 
upholding a mirage of individuality and freedom of 
self-creation, too easily glosses too easily over the 
constraints created by disciplinary power. Thereby, it 
supports the imperceptibility of disciplinary power. 
Therefore, the role of liberal democracy is ambivalent: 
on the one hand, it supports the self-creation of rebels, 
on the other hand, its ideological promise of 
individuality may serve to cover up the constraints 
which people are subjected to.  

Foucault on SAS: The Inauthenticity of Individuality  

The case study raised the question if people can be 
considered supported in their individuality as 
promised by liberal democracies, considering that 
people undergo SAS. For Foucault, the case of SAS 
would demonstrate how disciplinary power creates 
subjects after a certain standard image, in this case by 
pushing intersex people to conform to the standard of 
the sex binary - limiting their realistic freedom of self-
development, and hence their individuality. First off, 
medical power according to Foucault (1996) is the 
primary contributor to normalisation. Instead of being 
solely concerned with health, hospitals and medicine 

also create a norm for the body. Therefore, medicine 
became more and more concerned with and involved 
in the "(...) physical and moral relations of the 
individual and the society in which he lives” (Feder, 
2009, p. 234), which shows how medicine expanded 
its area of interference beyond the concern of health. 
Normality became the new health, and medicine 
became its primary facilitator. This manifests for 
example in the aforementioned WHO and ES 
documents, which classify intersex genitalia as an 
abnormal condition even though it is not a matter of 
health.  

Then, the newly established deviance is 
disciplined, meaning that disciplinary power, through 
institutions like hospitals and internalisation of norms 
into individual's minds, urges people to comply. 
Intersex people become aware of the gap between the 
social, medical norm and their own body. This 
divergence is then perceived as a personal 
shortcoming. SAS, then, is the result of intersex people 
seeking help in disciplinary institutions to adjust 
themselves- which according to Foucault, as already 
stated, is the natural response to 'shortcomings' and 
deviances because the 'fault' is placed in oneself rather 
than the coercive norms. Adapting to them feels like a 
genuine choice, something that is internally wanted. 
This internalized guilt for deviance can be seen in the 
testimonials mentioned in the case study: seeing one's 
own body as deviant to the extent that it appears 
monstrous, having a doctor that makes it appear like a 
medical necessity, and feeling like one would 
disappoint future lovers. One of the interviews even 
directly described that her mind's view on her own 
body was " (...) like a prison', caging her in a mental 
straitjacket which made her hate and detest her body 
(Boyle et al., p. 579). Therefore, it can be concluded 
that Foucault would interpret SAS as perfectly 
demonstrating how disciplinary power creates subjects 
after a certain standard image.  

DISCUSSION: UNIFYING APPIAH AND 
FOUCAULT INTO ADVICE FOR LIBERAL 
DEMOCRACIES  

Considering the case of SAS, can we say that liberal 
democracies allow and enable individuality of their 
subjects? First, let us recap repeat the stances of 
Appiah and Foucault. For Appiah, liberal democracy 
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is the system which explicitly and best optimally 
facilitates its subjects' individuality. To him, the 
existence of SAS poses an example of self-creation in 
the face of given circumstances, thereby supporting his 
answer to the research question. Foucault, on the other 
hand, would argue that under disciplinary power, 
which is part of modern states, individuality cannot 
exist authentically. The case of SAS, to him, perfectly 
demonstrates how disciplinary power covertly works 
to create subjects after the ideal of a certain norm.  

I argue that the case study at hand suggests 
that disciplinary power is prominent in society. Not 
only does Foucault's account allow for an explanation 
of the nuances in intersex people's stated motivations 
for SAS, it also integrates perfectly with the 
sociological literature on SAS, which also claims that 
these motivations are to be seen critically and suggest 
a link to things like cultural imperatives or dominant 
ways of thinking . This seamless dovetailing of 
Foucault's philosophical account and the 'real' 
sociological studies make a strong case in favour of his 
argument for disciplinary power. Therefore, I agree 
with Foucault's stance that under disciplinary power, 
which is omnipresent in society, people are only free 
to be normal - meaning free to develop individuality 
within the constraints of 'normality'. This, without a 
question, is an inauthentic individuality when 
compared to Mill's original conception, and what 
Appiah promises to come out of liberal democracy. I 
therefore conclude that SAS shows that disciplinary 
power exists and is significantly influential. 
Consequentially, Individuality is constrained even in 
liberal democracies.  

However, this does not mean that Appiah's 
account must be abandoned. His arguments about 
individuality being best supported in a liberal 
democracy can still be true: for the people who break 
out of the disciplinary influence, as already stated 
before, liberal democracy might indeed be the best 
support system to make use of the new freedom by 
creating a real individuality. Furthermore, the fact that 
liberal democracy theoretically allows for such 
individuality creates the possibility of there being 
heroes of individuality, who embody their own self-
creation and raise awareness about resisting 
normalisation. For example, the existence of identity 
politics, which is focused on subverting societal 

stereotypes and refusing normalisation, is often linked 
to the emergence of liberal democracies (Heyes, 
2018). Liberal democracies are considered the premise 
for occurrences such as identity politics which 
ultimately empower and support the breaking of norms 
and subversion of assimilatory forces. Therefore, 
liberal democracies may facilitate the 'awakening' 
from disciplinary domination by granting individuals 
freedom of self-creation, from where they can also 
inspire others.  

Fusing both author's accounts paints the 
following picture: disciplinary power exists and 
coerces people effectively to only move within a 
clearly delineated field of possibilities for their 
individuality. However, this domination is not 
absolute, and people can resist normalisation - in 
which case liberal democracy is the best system to 
support their new-found freedom, which also creates 
inspiration for others to follow. The remaining 
question is only in how far, and how easily, people can 
make this step back from normalisation. Here lies the 
actual main divergence of both authors: Appiah too 
talks about imposed constraints and expectations 
stemming from society too, however, he grants his 
individuals a much bigger extent of personal agency. 
While Foucault says that the covertness of discipline 
makes it rare that people see it as an external constraint 
and resist, Appiah gives much more awareness to his 
subjects, who can look at expectations towards them 
from a distance and then 'pick and choose' where they 
comply and where they resist. Again, the example of 
SAS here gives grounds to make a founded judgement. 
The testimonies of individuals' motivations to undergo 
SAS suggest that this stepping back is in fact much 
harder than Appiah makes it out to be, because the 
norms are so deeply embedded in people's thoughts - 
it is like a distorting lens you do not realise you wear.  

The role of liberal democracies is 
consequentially as ambivalent as it is pivotal in 
granting individuality. While they very well may be 
the breeding ground of identity and individuality 
movements, and while it may grant individuality for 
the ones to fight their way out of disciplinary power, it 
also contributes to disciplinary power by upholding the 
mirage of individuality when it is quite obviously, on 
a closer look, inhibited. Therefore, to maintain its 
credibility in promising respect for and facilitation of 
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individuality, liberal democracies need to do more to 
counter the forces of normalization and other control 
mechanisms of disciplinary power. This could lead to 
either the deconstruction of the reigning norms such as 
the gender binary, or help individuals achieve the 
awareness that is needed to set them into a position like 
Appiah describes: where they have full authority over 
how normalization and other disciplinary forces affect 
them. One way for liberal democracies to engage in 
such a battle against disciplinary power is legislation - 
such as the German introduction of a third sex, which 
can help to gnaw away at persistent norms, in this case 
binary sex, and therefore help support individuality. 
Ultimately, while SAS once and for all pops the bubble 
of Appiah's intriguing fantasy of uninhibited 
individuality despite societal constraints, it at the same 
time serves to show how liberal democracies are the 
ideal system to counter, and help individuals counter, 
the disciplinary powers and control mechanisms. This 
is necessary for true positive freedom, and thereby is a 
task which liberal democracies have to explore.  

Before concluding this essay, a few 
limitations must be acknowledged. This paper made 
use of a very limited account of Foucault's work and 
intersex issues like SAS. Firstly, this paper only used 
the limited angle of disciplinary power, which is likely 
not representative of Foucault's position on this issue. 
Foucault offers much more and complex insights into 
the topic through concepts such as Biopower, which 
investigates the relationship between individual and 
state in more detail and should be considered when 
going delving deeper into this topic in the future. 
Similarly, there are extensive studies and of course 
medical knowledge that would normally have to be 
considered when discussing SAS and its relation to the 
affected individuals. Furthermore, this paper presents 
an almost exclusively negative angle on SAS and its 
consequences, and therefore does not allow it a more 
nuanced representation it would usually deserve. Both 
limitations do not necessarily invalidate or make the 
arguments as presented here less accurate, but these 
simplifications must be kept in mind when considering 
my conclusion. Lastly, the case of SAS technically 
does not allow a generalisation of its analysis to the 
main research question, as was made here. While 
disciplinary power can, as argued, be clearly observed 
in the case of SAS, this does not warrant the 

conclusion that the same is true for similar or even all 
marginalised identities and deviations from the 
societal norm - especially not in the whole of liberal 
societies. However, the existence of disciplinary 
power in this case strongly suggests that the same 
holds true in other cases of deviance from societal 
norms. Nonetheless, further analyses and research is 
necessary to fully warrant this logical step.  

CONCLUSION  

The central question this paper aimed to investigate 
was “Does liberal democracy truly grant individuality 
to its citizens?”. To ground this question into real life 
and make it less philosophically abstract, the question 
was discussed with the help of SAS: sex assignment 
surgeries. Looking at literature on SAS, one learns that 
these surgeries are medically unnecessary, but they 
also are to a large extent, if not entirely, motivated by 
the norm of binary sex which is internalised by 
intersex people with ambiguous genitalia. Even when 
doubting this characterisation of SAS, which was 
admitted to be a one-sided account, there is a 
legitimate sense of wonder about why people choose 
to undergo medically unnecessary surgeries with such 
intense, life-quality diminishing consequences in a 
society that is supposed to grant them free self- 
development on their own terms with their own rules 
and values - a promise Mill called individuality and 
posed at the centre of the liberal ideology. The 
question resulting from this case study was if the 
promise of individuality being supported and 
nourished in liberal democracies is reconcilable with 
the case of SAS.  

Two accounts were presented, and from there 
both scholars, Michel Foucault and Kwarme Appiah, 
were imagined to be answering the two questions at 
hand. Another repetition about their conclusions will 
be spared, however, they were shown to be 
irreconcilable: while Appiah acknowledges societal 
constraints of some sort, he maintains that individuals 
have agency and can choose to distance themselves 
from things they do not agree with and do not wish to 
be part of themselves. Foucault however not only 
claims that there are significantly stronger and all-
encompassing restrictive forces through what he calls 
disciplinary power - but it is also unlikely that 
individuals recognise these forces as being outside of 
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themselves and rebel against them. While this 
rebellion exists and is an inevitable part of disciplinary 
power, and looks just like the way Appiah describes, it 
is also very rare. Hence, both agree that there are 
inevitable social forces which interfere with self-
creation but disagree over the extent of these forces 
and the extent to which people can still achieve 
individuality. 

Facing these contrary accounts, the case 
studies are of immense help. Not only do the 
testimonies of people who underwent SAS support 
Foucault's severe and omnipresent version of societal 
constraints, they also suggest that people do indeed 
internalise the norms imposed on them. Rather than 
seeming like a freely chosen instrument for self-
creation, this Foucauldian account denies any 
reconcilability between the promise of individuality 
and the case of SAS. As pointed out before, this 
answer to the supplementary research question does 
not allow for a generalisation onto liberal societies as 
a whole, especially not when considering the limited 
expanse of concerned people. It can however show that 
the patterns of Foucauldian power, not Appiah's, 
appear in this specific case. This strongly suggests that 

the same goes for similar deviance from the societal 
norm, as Foucauldian power appears to exist in 
precisely the way Foucault describes. Naturally, 
further research and analyses would have to 
investigate further into other case studies to make such 
a generalisation fully valid. As pointed out in the 
introduction, this is also without question a necessary 
and relevant endeavour.  

For now, it can however be concluded that 
the case of SAS exemplifies how individuality remains 
significantly constrained even in liberal democracies. 
It is important to address this lack of realistically 
achievable individuality at least in the case of SAS and 
study its effects in similar contexts. As debated before, 
liberal democracies do pose the best framework for 
individuality, but there also needs to be an active 
support of individuality, and a counter to disciplinary 
power, to make this promise a reality. Especially in the 
current times of disillusion with the system of liberal 
democracy, facing this issue head on and finding ways 
to make liberal ideology into actual lived experience is 
crucial to restore the reputation of liberal democracy 
and the happiness of its citizens.
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ABSTRACT 
The text offers an interpretation of Jacques Derrida’s ‘Che cos’è la poesia?’. It compares the author’s definition of the poematic 
with Roman Jakobson’s poetic function of language in order to highlight how both take distance from poetry as a literary genre, 
albeit with radically different conclusions. While Jakobson’s poetic function, with its focus on the message, clarifies the difference 
between signs and objects, Derrida’s poematic entangles form and content to an extent that makes the two impossible to take apart. 
Therefore, poetic language may be the only way to convey Derrida’s concept of poematic, metaphorically embodied by the 
hedgehog curling up in the middle of the autoroute as a suicidal act of self-defence. Indeed, according to his description, 
understanding through translation into one or any languages (i.e. into prose or from French into other languages) would be fatal 
for the poematic itself, like a car running over the animal. The poematic cannot be understood or explained, it can only be learned 
by heart and addressed through poetic language. 
 
Keywords: Poetry, translation, hedgehog, poematic, poetic function 

 
“But the poem you are talking about, you are getting 
off the track, it has never been named thus, so 
arbitrarily. -- you just said it. Which had to be 
demonstrated.” (Derrida, 1991, p. 237)  

In 1988 Jacques Derrida was asked to write a response 
to the question Che cos’è la poesia? - translated from 
Italian: ‘what is poetry?’; literally, ‘what thing is 
poetry?’ (Derrida, 1991, p. 221) for the Italian poetry 
journal Poesia. Since the original version was issued, 
his text has been translated in many different 
languages, yet it has always been published bilingual, 
with its French original next to it (Briggs, 2008, p. 
154). In the text, Derrida transforms the question of 
‘poetry’ into a discussion of the ‘poematic,’ a concept 
he coins to designate an experience –rather than a 
genre– which might be related to poetic texts, but not 
necessarily so. The poematic is metaphorically 
embodied by a hedgehog which, sensing danger on the 
road, curls itself up to prepare its spikes, thereby 
exposing itself to the accident. Similarly, the 
experience of the poematic is described as an accident; 
it is a singular moment of distress which could happen 
anywhere and at any time. It is like a secret –or prayer– 

which is confided specifically to you, the single 
designated addressee. The poematic is not done or 
written, but it rather “lets itself be done” (Derrida, 
1991, p. 233). 

Derrida sets out in ‘Che cos’è la poesia?’ to 
tackle the issue of defining poetry –a task which the 
literary scholar and deconstruction specialist Timothy 
Clark (1993) called “as clumsy as it is unavoidable” 
(p. 43)– in a rather unconventional way. Indeed, Clark 
argued that “the whole text is a performance of the 
impossibility to answer the question that sets it off” (p. 
43). By building on Clark’s statement, I am going to 
explore how Derrida’s ‘Che cos’è la poesia?’ attempts 
to demonstrate the impossibility of answering this 
question in an explanatory way. The question ‘What 
is…?’ in itself calls for a definition, that is for 
understanding,  which, according to Derrida’s own 
discussion of the poematic, would require the 
hypothetical answer to be translated “into any and all 
languages” (Derrida, 1991, p. 225): into prose. This 
translation would be the death of the poematic, 
embodied by a hedgehog which gets hit by a car. The 
tension depicted and enacted by the text –between the 
desire to translate (necessary to understand the 
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poematic) and the fatal effect that such an action would 
have– creates a sort of love-death relationship which 
theoretically frees the experience-poematic from ‘Che 
cos’è la poesia?’ and any other written or spoken text. 
Although the poematic –according to Derrida’s 
definition– is not essentially tied to any text, the 
demonstration of the arbitrariness of any definition of 
poetry may need a specific one. To analyse how 
Derrida works around ‘Che cos’è la poesia?,’ I will 
compare Derrida’s poematic with Roman Jakobson’s 
“poetic function of language.” By pointing out the 
similarities and radical differences in the two 
approaches, I will argue that while Jakobson’s poetic 
function has an explanatory result, Derrida’s poematic 
attempts to further entangle form and content. This 
process makes a translation of Derrida’s text into prose 
–or any other language– a step which is as necessary 
as fatal for the experience of the poematic. In the end, 
the attempt to translate ‘Che cos’è la poesia?’ may 
represent in itself the love-death tension which is 
characteristic of the poematic. 

A comparison of Derrida’s poematic with 
Jakobson’s poetic function of language highlights a 
few similarities and fundamental differences. 
Jakobson (1990) conceptualised six different functions 
of language corresponding to the six factors present in 
any speech event (e.g. the ‘emotive function’ 
corresponds to the ‘addresser’). In particular, he calls 
the “set (Einstellung) towards the MESSAGE as 
such, … the POETIC function of language” (p. 76; 
caps and italics in original). The poetic function should 
not be confused with poetry as a text or literary genre. 
Indeed, similarly to all the six functions, the poetic 
function is part of any speech event, yet in a more or 
less prominent way. Therefore, any attempt to reduce 
poetry to the poetic function or vice versa would be a 
“delusive oversimplification” (p. 76), being one a 
literary genre and the other a particular process –
function– of any speech event.  

Similarly, Derrida also detaches his inquiry 
from poetry as a genre. Instead, he explores the notion 
of a “poematic experience” (Derrida, 1991, p. 231). 
This is described as a “voyage” (p. 225) which “can 
reflect language or speak poetry” (p. 235) but it is not 
necessarily tied to it or to its “multiple and ceaselessly 
evolving literary institution” (Clark, 1993, p. 44). 
Arguably, both the poetic function and the poematic 

experience deal with what the poetic does, rather than 
what it is. They both recount what I would call an 
‘inward movement’: a particular care for the textual 
form, content and overall qualities. Jakobson’s poetic 
function focusses on the message itself: it is the chosen 
sequence of units in a sentence that determines 
equivalences in terms of meaning, not the other way 
around. Thereby, the inward movement characteristic 
of the poetic function gives a clearer understanding of 
how the message works: “by promoting the palpability 
of signs, [this function] deepens the fundamental 
dichotomy of signs and objects” (Jakobson, 1990, p. 
76). In a sort of self-inspecting exercise, the poetic 
function lets us understand more of its (linguistic) way 
of working. Similarly, Derrida’s poematic also moves 
inwardly. It “can roll itself up” (Derrida, 1991, p. 235) 
like a hedgehog which curls itself up in the middle of 
the road.  

However, in the case of the poematic, this 
movement is “still in order to turn its pointed signs 
toward the outside” (Derrida, 1991, p. 235), which are 
not necessarily bound to language. The poematic is a 
“thing beyond languages, even if it sometimes happens 
that it recalls itself in language” (p. 229). Most 
importantly, instead of bringing clarity by explaining, 
by positing an ‘essence’ like in Jakobson’s distinction 
between signs and objects, the poematic “is more 
threatened than ever in its retreat: it thinks it is 
defending itself, and it loses itself”. In this movement, 
the poematic has no clear entry point for 
understanding: it is “elliptical by vocation” (p. 225). 
The poematic experience is characterised by 
accidental eventfulness, it is not understandable –
cognitively– but it can only be ‘learned by heart’. It is 
a “passion of the singular mark” (p. 235), an 
experience of distress whose explanation/translation 
into prose –the latter being for Derrida a requirement 
for the former– would kill it. The explanation of the 
poematic is thus a fatal catastrophe, something which 
it must be protected from. Therefore, the text –whose 
aim would be exactly to provide a definition– puts you 
on guard against it with a spectacular and climatic 
“prophecy”, which is “translate me, watch, keep me 
yet for a while, get going, save yourself, let’s get off 
the autoroute” (p. 231). The ‘What is…?’ question –
and, I suggest, Jakobson’s poetic function, which I 
described as self-identifying– “salute the birth of 
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prose” (p. 237) and the death of the poematic. When 
approaching the poematic, the tension between the 
desire for understanding and the fact that this would be 
fatal for the poematic –I have called it a love-death 
tension– compels a radically different approach from 
the canonical ‘What is…?’ question.  

Derrida’s text itself may offer a way to 
circumnavigate the problem. For example, according 
to Clark (1993), Derrida’s text “enacts the poetic by 
the attempt to be itself poetic” (p. 45). However, this 
quote calls for an important remark. Following 
Derrida’s argument, the first ‘poetic’ in Clark’s quote 
(the poetic which is enacted) cannot mean the same as 
the second (the one which the text attempts to be), no 
matter how entangled the two definitions may appear 
at first. In fact, Derrida (1991) writes “I never write 
any [poem]. A poem, I never sign(s) it” (p. 237; my 
emphases). Which means that the poematic –in the 
quote simply called ‘poem’ but later specified as 
poematic (p. 233)– is not done or written; no poiesis is 
involved (p. 233). The poematic is an accident, it is 
received by a specific addressee like a benediction; it 
is confided like a secret (p. 223). Therefore, the second 
‘poetic’ in Clark’s quote cannot refer to the writing of 
a text in itself, no matter how conventionally ‘poetic’ 
–because of word-choice, rhyme, metrics, etc.– its text 
might read. I will structure the remainder of the essay 
around a remark on the form, followed by one on the 
content, to conclude that their entanglement 
constitutes the strategy that Derrida adopts to define 
the poematic, that is to answer the question ‘What is 
poetry?’, without ever explaining it: without reference 
to poetry as a text, literary genre or institution.  

On the level of the form of the text, the 
conventionally poetic qualities of ‘Che cos’è la 
poesia?’ are often highlighted in the context of 
translation. Briggs (2008), for example, states that 
“like a poem, the formal qualities of the text – its 
economy, its attentiveness to the material and 
sonorous qualities of words – resist translation” (p. 
154) and the fact that ‘Che cos’è la poesia?’ has always 
been published next to the French original testifies it. 
In this case, the translation cannot “stand in” (p. 153) 
for the original, but it allows the reader –equipped with 
a minimum knowledge or curiosity– to read one 
against the other. For example, Kamuf (1991), the 
most famous English translator of Derrida’s text, notes 

in the side of her translation that “throughout the 
[French] text, the str-sound is stressed” (p. 223), a 
sound which is mostly lost in the English version e.g. 
hérisson (French) or istrice (Italian), becomes 
‘hedgehog’ in English. Additionally, the reading of 
both the English and the Italian translations allowed 
me a comparison which shed light on particular 
terminology, especially when (gendered) pronouns 
were involved. For example, when Kamuf translates 
“Tu aimes – garder cela dans sa forme singulière” (p. 
228) into “You love – keep that in its singular form” 
(p. 229), she notes that Derrida should be referring to 
the ambivalence of ‘you’ as both a singular and plural 
pronoun. However, in the Italian translation, “Ami – 
conservarlo nella sua forma singolare” (Ferraris, 1990, 
p. 241), the verb conservarlo, which means ‘to keep 
that’ in the infinitive tense, probably refers to the 
poematic/hedgehog and not to ‘You keep’, like in 
Kamuf’s interpretation. According to this alternative 
reading, the passage would rather look like ‘You love 
–keeping it in its singular form…’ Conservarlo does 
not completely exclude Kamuf’s reading. However, if 
her interpretation was to prefer, it rather should have 
been translated as conservalo, which is ‘keep that’ in 
the imperative tense, to underline its reference to Ami 
as a verb in the second person singular. To my 
understanding, both readings would be possible in the 
French version. This complexity questions the 
feasibility and essentially the purpose of translation: is 
it feasible/desirable for translation to be a ‘copy’ of the 
original? Untranslatability, Briggs (2008) suggests, 
may even be a “constitutive value” (p. 155) of 
Derrida’s text. This quality would characterise it as 
poetry, especially when it is defined, with Robert 
Frost, as “that which is lost in translation” (as cited in 
Briggs, 2008, p. 155). On this point, Briggs remarks 
that the status of being ‘untranslatable’ can be acquired 
only as a consequence of translation: a poem cannot be 
untranslatable if an attempt has never been done at its 
translation (pp. 155-156). This tension between the 
necessity and the impossibility of translation creates 
yet another point of distress within Derrida’s text, a 
quality which it may share with poetry as a genre. 
However, in contrast to most poetry, Derrida uses this 
strategy to answer the question of what poetry is, or 
rather, to demonstrate how this question may not be 
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tackled – not answered – in other ways than by the 
poetic form itself. 

The situation is likewise complicated on the 
level of the content. Derrida uses the hedgehog as the 
main metaphor to describe the experience of the 
poematic. His hedgehog is “vulnerable and dangerous, 
calculating and ill-adapted” (Briggs, 2008). Its curling 
up on the road is a tension between love and death 
which is formally expressed by chains of opposites: 
“between life and death, at nightfall or at daybreak 
distracted apocalypse, proper and common, public and 
secret” (p. 237). In this way, not only does Derrida 
combine apparently irreconcilable qualities, but he 
also plays with the expectations of a hypothetical 
reader who was looking for a definition: an answer to 
the question ‘What is…?’. Such a reader is actually 
included by Derrida in the text with the fictional 
objection: “-- But the problem you are talking about, 
you are getting off track, it has never been named thus, 
or so arbitrarily” (p. 237). To which Derrida replies “– 
you just said it. Which had to be demonstrated”. This 
quote highlights the performative aspect of the text 
which was already announced by Clark. Not only is the 
text written in a dialogic form, but it also enacts –and 
thus demonstrates– the posticipation of meaning 
which makes a definition of poetry impossible. An 
attempt to define poetry by explanation –by answering 
the question ‘What is…?’– would constantly shift the 
meaning of poetry in such a way that it would never 
make it coincide with ‘poetry’: any definition would 
be arbitrary. In sum, in this text/performance Derrida 
describes a supposedly specific experience, but he is 
both arrogantly unclear about how that could be 
understood –by using ‘poetic’ language entangled with 
contradictory content– and he denies it as a feasible 
definition by having a ‘common man’ –the fictional 
addressee– doubting his whole story: “you are getting 
off track, it has never be named thus, or so arbitrarily” 
(p. 237). 

Bringing this argument further, Derrida is not 
just suggesting and then denying the reader anything 
which might look like a definition, but, most 
importantly, he is setting aside any definition which 
would build on traditional ways of describing poetry. 
For example, he deliberately avoids canonical 
references such as “poet” or “reading” (Clark, 1993, p. 
68). Moreover –and most importantly– he announces 

that “in order to respond in two words [to the question 
of what poetry is] … you will have had to … set fire 
to the library of poetics” (Derrida, 1991, p. 233) 
because the gift of the poem cites nothing, it has no 
title, its histrionics are over, it comes along … cutting 
all ties with discursive and especially literary poetry. 
In the ashes of this genealogy. Not the phoenix, not the 
eagle, but the hèrisson, very lowly … close to earth (p. 
235; my emphases).   

As it was anticipated when distinguishing 
between poetry as a literary text and the poematic, 
Derrida deliberately plays with the knowledge and 
tradition of poetry criticism. 

This point finally brings me to the heart of 
the question. The poematic is not easily identifiable 
poetry. Instead, “in two words” (p. 223), it is: “1. The 
economy of memory” (p. 225) and “2. The heart”. In 
this distinction, Derrida plays with the meaning of 
‘learning by heart’ in French (apprendre par coeur, 
similar to English and Arabic), imparare a memoria in 
Italian and auswending lernen in German. The various 
translations may highlight different aspects of the 
same exercise (e.g. the interiority/intimacy of the heart 
vs. the exteriority/detachedness of memory). 
However, according to Derrida, these aspects are all 
‘rolled up’ into each other (p. 227). The poematic 
experience “precedes cognition,” it is a “benediction 
before knowledge”: “the memory of the “by heart” is 
confided like a prayer … to a certain exteriority of the 
automaton, to the laws of mnemotechnics” (p. 231). 
Here the tension rises: learning by heart is actually a 
dream, the dream “of letting your heart be traversed by 
dictated dictation. In a single trait – and that’s the 
impossible”. It is as if you could, for a moment, 
stabilise the bond between signified and signifier, stop 
the continuous posticipation of meaning – the as to get 
to a pure union of the two, in other words, to “writing 
in (it)self” (p. 229) . This temporary elision of the 
‘différance’ between signified and signifier would be 
“an event whose intangible singularity no longer 
separates the ideality”: “the absolute non-absolute” 
(pp. 229-230) of an “absolutely unique form” (p. 229). 
However, contrarily to Jakobson’s poetic function, as 
soon as you start analysing or writing about it, the 
poematic vanishes in its translation into prose.  

Metaphorically, as stated by Heisenberg’s 
uncertainty principle, you cannot simultaneously 
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know the position and the momentum of a particle, no 
matter how good your instruments are. Similarly, 
following Derrida’s thought, you cannot have poetry 
(or know what it does) and know what it is at the same 
time. As soon as you start explaining it, you lose it. 
The singularity of the poematic can be experienced 
and preserved only by ‘learning by heart’. Its practice 
of “radical contradiction” (Clark, 1993, p. 46) resists 
“philosophical conceptualisation.” It cannot be 
defined and explained in general categories or with 
reference to canonical poetry, let alone by inductive 
analysis of its instances by far: “it is never 
inconceivable that, at any point, a new poem may 
arrive whose effect is precisely to discredit any general 
poetics already in existence” (p. 45). 

As both Clark (1993) and Kamuf (1991) 
highlight, Derrida actively blurs the boundaries 
between what he is writing about (the poematic) and 
what he –or his writing– may be doing, that is writing 
with certain attention for poetic features or being itself 
poetic (p. 45). This fact further intertwines his idea of 
the poematic experience with his text, whose “formal 

qualities” (Briggs, 2008, p. 154) show careful 
linguistic design. Form and content of ‘Che cos’è la 
poesia?’ construct each other in a way that makes them 
hardly separable. Therefore, pulling apart the often 
cryptic, highly metaphoric language from the accident 
of the hedgehog may not do justice to either of them. 
This fact makes translation –into other or any 
language– as much desired (or even necessary) as it is 
hard: a real experience of distress. For this reason, an 
approach like Jakobson’s –with its clarifying, 
explanatory effect– would not give access to Derrida’s 
poematic. Like a subatomic particle, this would be 
knocked away as soon as you tried to study it. In the 
end, a ‘poetic’ approach –which aims at collapsing 
what poetry is and what it does– could be the only way 
to actually answer the question of what poetry is in 
Derrida’s own terms: a hedgehog on the autoroute, 
something that teaches us the heart, sometimes related 
to a piece of literature, but not necessarily so. Derrida’s 
‘Che cos’è la poesia?’ performs the arbitrariness of 
any definition of poetry.
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AUTHOR’S NOTE 

Because of the linguistic proficiency required by the text discussed here, I need to disclose that I mainly worked on the 
English translation of the text (English is the language of my higher education), I could compare it with the Italian one (my 
mother tongue) and I could only superficially use the French original (my skills are limited to a few language courses and a 
basic understanding of most Romance languages). The text does not lend itself to a clear and definitive argument and I 
question mine most of the time too. Therefore, I highly recommend the reading of the original text before venturing in any 
speculation, including the one below. 
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ABSTRACT 
In our globalized world, social relations are becoming more ambiguous and abstracted, and addressing contemporary issues like 
climate change necessitates moral relations between strangers. This paper attempts to address the question in how far the Confucian 
familist ethic based on personal relatedness can guide interaction for reciprocity in these circumstances. In Western political 
thought, the concept of civil society has been pivotal for theorizing and motivating civic behavior and collective action towards 
the common good. In an exercise of comparative philosophy, this paper will thus attempt to conceptualize civil society from within 
ancient Confucian thought. It argues that civil society is an imagined normative sphere and civic-mindedness a plausible and 
sufficiently guiding principle. As Confucian morality is inherently relational, civic-mindedness can be reached by an extension of 
benevolence (ren) as practiced in the special relations. This extension is to be seen as a mode of moral development and can be 
practiced in the social space of civil society. A Confucian familist civil society based on relational civic-mindedness seems thus 
conceptually conceivable as well as normatively desirable to meet the societal challenges of the 21st century.  
 
Keywords: political philosophy, Chinese philosophy, Confucianism, civil society, morality 

 
INTRODUCTION 

In his seminary socioanthropological analysis of 
Chinese peasantry From the Soil, Fei Xiaotong argues 
that Chinese society has its primary locus and origin in 
stable and enclosed rural village communities in which 
face-to-face exchanges and personal relatedness 
govern social interaction (Fei, Hamilton, & Zheng, 
1992). Mirroring the Confucian tradition, the 
standards of interaction are quasi-codified in ritual and 
virtues grounded and learned within the primary 
relationships of the family. Social relationships, and 
the family specifically, are thus the fabric of society 
blurring the boundaries of the private and public 
sphere (Fei et al., 1992). The resulting Confucian 
familism contrasts with the moral individualism on 
which Western liberal society is arguably predicated 
(Kim, 2010).  

However, today most Chinese do not live in 
small villages anymore. Instead, modes of 
urbanization and globalization render the social 
environment increasingly ambiguous and fluid.  
Consequently, relating to ‘strangers’ is a daily 

necessity with people interacting in the market, 
political communities, the internet or simply on the 
street. Furthermore, collective action problems like 
pollution or the climate crisis demand abstracted 
empathy and the willingness to cooperate. In such 
situations, (outward) ethical conduct towards 
‘strangers’ as well as (inward) ethical concern for each 
other are required to produce collective action. 
Eliasoph (2011) refers to these virtues as civility and 
civicness, respectively, and argues that they are the 
foundation for civic life and a civil society. If a society 
strives towards the common good, it needs such a 
foundation through which people interact reciprocally 
in ‘impersonal’ environments. 

Critics have argued that the primacy of the 
family in ethical considerations has been the major 
problem for Confucianism in creating such reciprocity.  
As Chan summarizes the sentiment, “[c]onfucian 
familial and clan ethics, which stress personal 
relatedness and hence partiality, cannot generate the 
principles (such as impartiality, fairness, equal 
opportunity) that are much needed for strangers in 
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modern society” (J. Chan, 2004). Kim (2010) 
rephrases this challenge by asking if it is possible to 
think of a Confucian society consisting of responsible 
moral persons “at once filial and civil” (p. 477).  The 
underlying puzzle is: If Confucian virtues are purely 
relational and particularistic, how can they guide civil 
and collective action towards the common good in 
broader social contexts? 

In Western political thought, the concept of 
civil society has been pivotal in theorizing about the 
interaction of unrelated individuals throughout 
society. In this essay I will demonstrate how this 
concept can be a fruitful contribution to Confucian 
thought in addressing modern challenges. The puzzle 
put up here is thus not only practically motivated but 
also an exercise in comparative philosophy. It helps us 
to better understand and critically assess both 
Confucianism and Western political philosophy and to 
make a well-founded argument about their mutual 
compatibility. These aims are situated in the belief that 
Confucianism, adapted to modern circumstances, can 
be a viable model for society. Nonetheless, I will argue 
that in order to address the challenges modern societies 
face, Confucianism needs to construct a civil society 
based on civic-mindedness. Therefore, this essay 
presents the claim that this civic-mindedness needs to 
be understood as an extension of relationship virtues 
into the impersonal realm, where extension is not an 
abstract concern of the perfectly virtuous, but a 
presupposed mode and process of practice within 
moral development.  

CIVIL SOCIETY AND CIVIC VIRTUES 

For the sake of this endeavor, I conceptualize civil 
society as an imagined normative sphere 
encompassing the patterns of collective action and 
interaction in society between family and state. It is an 
institution that comprises what is considered good and 
civil in society and creates general trust and reciprocity 
through interaction (Edwards, 2011). The conception 
is indebted to Michael Walzer (1998) who states that 
“civil society is the sphere of uncoerced human 
association between the individual and the state, in 
which people undertake collective action for 
normative and substantive purposes, relatively 
independent of government and the market” (PAGE!). 
This framework is useful as it leaves key questions 

open for different forms of civil society to fill out: 
What is its purpose? How independent is it actually 
from other societal instances (for Confucianism not 
primarily market and government but family)?  And 
what are its guiding norms and morals (Edwards, 
2011)? To fill these blanks preliminarily, I will here 
define civil society as a normative, participatory space 
between family and state in which citizens relate to 
each other aiming towards reciprocity and the common 
good. The task of the essay will be to develop the 
rationale behind this definition and at the same time 
test Confucian compatibility.  

The fundamental premise of this paper is that 
a civil society will increase participation and collective 
action towards the common good and that this is a goal 
worth pursuing in Confucianism. Certainly, 
Confucianism strives towards the promotion of the 
“good life”, including social harmony and well-being 
for everyone (J. Chan, 2014, p. 44). The metaphysical 
foundation and ultimate goal of Confucian wuwei 
governance-by-virtue is to bring society into a state 
that corresponds with the heavenly order, the Way of 
the Dao, under which the myriad things, including 
humans, are flourishing according to their nature.  
Political authority is thus legitimated by the promotion 
of the good life through ‘benevolent government’ (ren 
zheng): “Heaven did not create the people for the sake 
of the lord; Heaven created the lord for the sake of the 
people” (Xunzi 27.58).  This passage marks the well-
being of the people as the primary concern of the 
political; private interests of the ruler or the state per 
se are secondary concerns at best.  While Xunxi ’s call 
is directed towards public officials and not the people, 
we can infer the foundational premise that a social 
institution like civil society that furthers the common 
good over private (or familial) interests is generally 
desirable in the Confucian society.  The more urgent 
question is: what is the normative guidance of such a 
collective?  

Of all the often-quoted values that provide 
guidance and would be reproduced in a civil society, I 
believe a feasible and sufficiently foundational one is 
civic-mindedness. Nina Eliasoph (2011) stresses the 
importance of both civility – meaning to be polite, 
respectful and decent to each other – and civicness – 
meaning to be concerned with wider social problems 
and contexts that will “extend respect and decency” in 
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civil society (p. 220). Civic-‘mindedness’ means to 
combine these two concepts, while emphasizing that 
this is not a rigorous standard but a flexible 
foundational concern that stems from an intrinsic 
moral motivation. It does not categorically preclude 
any kind of partiality (as, for example, equality or 
impartial rule of law would) and is thus conceptually 
compatible with Confucian familism. 

RELATIONAL CIVIC-MINDEDNESS  

In a Confucian rendition, the notion of civic virtues 
can and should not be understood as independent from 
relationship virtues. J. Chan (2004) suggests such a 
separation between private and public virtues, when he 
argues that there are “two kinds of virtues, and hence 
two sources of social network” (p. 267). Building up 
this dichotomy is detrimental to the existence of civic 
virtues, as the second, impersonal kind does not seem 
to have a source and legitimacy in the literature and is 
therefore inherently weak. In fact, Chan seems to 
affirm that both particular and universal virtues are 
manifestations of the same foundation, namely ren or 
benevolence, which makes the claim to “different 
sources” implausible.  Also, Chan’s suggested 
distinction between private and public conduct might 
be helpful in discussing morality of public officials, 
but not of the people that enter the civil realm as 
relational selves. If we seek for strong, internalized 
civic virtues, it is more plausible to embrace that “what 
is universal is extended from what is particular” (Kim, 
2010, p. 476) and therefore heed the foundation of 
virtuous behavior – the special relations. 

This is, Confucian virtues are inherently 
relational and born from filial piety as foundation. The 
paramount importance of family relation for ethical 
development, both instrumental and intrinsic, reveals 
itself in a passage in the Analects 1.2: "The superior 
man bends his attention to what is radical (at the roots). 
That being established, all practical courses naturally 
grow up. Filial piety and fraternal submission! - are 
they not the root of all benevolent actions?" (Legge, 
1861). What I find striking here is the picture of filial 
and fraternal responsibility as “the root” of 
benevolence (ren) and therefore virtue as a whole, 
because ren is the “general virtue which is basic, 
universal, and the source of all specific virtues” (W.-
T. Chan, 1975, p. 109). This points to an extremely 

close relation between family and virtuous behavior. 
Filial piety as foundation can on the one hand be 
understood in instrumental terms. The family is the 
primary ground to learn and practice the virtues that, 
once mastered, guide the conduct outside of it. The 
root needs to be established for the ‘tree of virtue’ to 
grow.  

On the other hand, this underlines an intrinsic 
and uniquely fundamental quality of filial piety. 
Mencius notes that “children carried in the arms all 
know to love their parents, and when they are grown a 
little, they all know to love their elder brothers. […] 
There is no other reason for those feelings - they 
belong to all under heaven” (7A.15; Lau, 2003). For 
him, filial piety is a natural phenomenon, being the 
most fundamental and purest expression of affection; 
a sentiment that is even shared by the more pessimistic 
Xunzi (23.5a).  It broadly consists of care paired with 
reverence, and serves as a prototype for the other 
primary, hierarchical relations of care (five relations or 
wulun) between siblings, friends, wife-husband, and 
minister-ruler. Kim takes the naturalization so far as to 
say that the self in Confucian understanding is a 
“family-self” that seizes to nothingness without 
primary relationships (Kim, 2010). Insofar, the moral 
self only exists in relational morality, which 
establishes the family as the keystone to any kind of 
virtue and moral consideration, including civic-
mindedness. Hence, we need to understand civic 
virtues as the extension of relationship virtues.  

EXTENSION OF RELATIONAL VIRTUES AND 
MORAL CULTIVATION FOR A CONFUCIAN 
CIVIL SOCIETY  

Indeed, the extension of ren to universality is 
considered an ideal of the virtuous person. This state, 
as formulated similarly to the negative Golden Rule in 
the Analects, actually has close resemblance with 
impartiality: Asked for a word that can “serve as a rule 
of practice for all one's life”, Confucius answers, "is 
not reciprocity such a word? What you do not want 
done to yourself, do not do to others" (15.24). 
Universal benevolence is thus the ultimate aspiration; 
a person able to live up to this can be called a “sage” 
(The Analects 6.30). How do we arrive from a 
particularist filial piety to a universal understanding of 
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ren? The relevant concept to develop this is found in 
Mencius 1A.7:  

"Treat the aged of your own family in a manner 
befitting their venerable age and extend this treatment 
to the aged of other families; treat your own young in 
a manner befitting their tender age and extend this to 
the young of other families […]. In other words, all 
you have to do is take this very heart here and apply it 
to what is over there. Hence one who extends his 
bounty can tend those within the Four Seas: one who 
does not cannot tend even his own family. ” 

Mencius suggests taking the standards of behaviors 
that are brought about by concern (heart) for one’s 
family, and regard other families in the same way. 
What is key here is the as if-statement implied in the 
passage: The elderly person of another family is, in the 
end, an elderly person of a family (Kim, 2010, p. 487). 
By understanding filial responsibility in one’s own 
family, one can also relate to the person with the same 
kind of affection as if they were a member of one’s 
own. Certainly, the affection will not be as intense 
(that is what is meant by ‘graded’), but it is 
fundamentally there. Such a principle is indeed evident 
in the use of kinship terms in East Asian societies: 
Both Mandarin and Vietnamese speakers habitually 
refer to non-kin and even strangers in family terms. 
Hentschel (2012) argues that, as opposed to usage in 
other (Western) languages, such an address is not 
derogative but carries respect and closeness. Both Kim 
and Hentschel speak of a symbolic adoption of the 
non-kin into one’s own family.  It is thus an ethical 
concern canalized through relational virtues that can 
drive civic-mindedness that by far extends the own 
family. 

To manifest such civic-mindedness, the 
extension should not be a secondary step, but one that 
is presupposed in the moral cultivation per se. 
Admittedly, both Mencius’ advice for extension and 
the Analects’ description of universality read like far-
removed ideals that primarily concern gentlemen and 
sages. This echoes in Xunzi’s standards of human 
conduct in which filial piety is the minimal standard 
(that everyone needs to fulfill) and “follow[ing] the 
requirements of morality rather than the wishes of 
one’s father” the highest standard of conduct (that is 
only fulfilled by the gentlemen) (29.1). To leave civic-

mindedness to the wise and old would, however, 
definitely not suffice in developing the trust and 
cooperation needed in an inclusive civil society.  

We should henceforth understand the 
extension as a process embedded in and simultaneous 
with the development of relational virtues. Perfect 
benevolence might be a requirement to perfect civic-
mindedness in this model, but it is not required to start 
developing and practicing civic-mindedness. In fact, 
Mencius tells us that “extending bounties” is so 
fundamental that, without this mode, one “cannot tend 
even his own family” (1A.7), and the Analects hold 
that “establishing others” is an intrinsic part of moral 
development.  Extension is thus not only an effect, but 
a mode of moral development. Here, the concept of 
civil society becomes helpful again: Where there are 
settings of civil society, there is occasion to train, teach 
and encourage civic-mindedness.  As Edwards (2006) 
concludes, “civil society is simultaneously a goal to 
aim for [and] a means of achieving it” (p. 11), it is 
simultaneously guided by norms and a norm-
producing entity. In this sense, participation in civil 
society potentially cultivates the individuals’ ethical 
and political subjectivity and thereby advances the 
Confucian goal of moral cultivation. In effect, it might 
help to close the perceived gap between the theoretical 
importance of the people in legitimizing political 
power and their practical lack of influence in the 
political realm.  

Lastly, it is important to stress again that this 
does and should not produce impartiality. In situations, 
where concern for family and for the common good 
directly clash, Confucians will still favor their 
families. Those extreme cases are the ones that are 
often quoted in this debate: of sage king Shun’s father 
killing a man (Mencius, 7A.35), or of a father who 
stole a sheep (Analects, 13.18). While those stories are 
indicative of the problem at hand and give rise to much 
discourse, they are rare and not the norm. Ordinarily, 
interrelation and collective action towards reciprocity 
and the common good only marginally conflict with 
family interests. In such situations, the proposed 
extension of virtues into the ‘impersonal’ realm will 
encourage a weighting process and allow ethical 
conduct with concern for the common good.  
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CONCLUSION 

In this paper I have argued that a Confucian civil 
society is both conceptually possible and normatively 
desirable. It can provide a participatory space where 
people relate in collective action and mutual concern 
towards the common good. The standard I propose as 
a foundational principle for this normative space is 
civic-mindedness or mutual concern paired with civil 
behavior, that is extended from relationship virtues 
such as filial piety. A civil society will give the space 
to live and practice these virtues towards reciprocity 
and thereby balances Confucian familism without 
eradicating it. By applying ancient Confucian thought 

to the modern conceptual framework that is civil 
society, I hope this paper has shed a light on how we 
can conceptualize and aim for a modern Confucian 
society of responsible people “at once filial and civil” 
(Kim, 2010, p. 477). The arguments set out here, I 
hope, may serve as the groundwork for such a civil 
society while leaving the exact form or content of the 
institution open to discussion. Such a discussion has 
the potential to further our understanding of the 
synergies between modern conceptions of democracy 
and Confucian thought but also to drive the post-
modernization process in countries with Confucian 
heritage, for example the Chinese goal of promoting 
an ecological civilization.   
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ABSTRACT 
Since the invention of the concept of virtual water, growing attention has been paid to the possibility of employing it to approach 
the global water crisis. This approach would require countries experiencing low to no water stress to export more virtual water to 
water-stressed countries than they would import. Since Germany is considered to be a low water-stressed country, it is expected 
to adapt its trading policies accordingly. To verify if this holds true, this study will evaluate the amounts of virtual water exported 
and imported by Germany from selected medium to high water-stressed nations. 
For the purpose of this study, only agricultural products were taken into account and divided into three main categories: animal 
production, crop production, and overall food production. In the following, a short introduction into the concept of virtual water 
will be given, followed by a detailed explanation of the methods used in the study, as well as results for each of the categories. 
Moreover, encountered limitations will be addressed and a final conclusion will be drawn. 
 

Keywords: Virtual Water Trade, ArcGIS, Virtual Water Content, Global Water Crisis 

 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The worldwide water crisis is an on-going global issue 
prompted by an exponentially rising world population, 
consequently increasing demands for water-intensive 
sectors, such as agriculture. According to the United 
Nations World Water Assessment Programme (2018), 
3.6 billion people currently live in a potentially water-
scarce area for at least one month per year. By 2050, 
this number is predicted to reach 5.7 billion. One of the 
most important steps in approaching the global water 
crisis – which is often neglected on the governmental 
level – is recognizing the global dimension of the 
problem and the need for international cooperation. 
While all countries trade water-intensive commodities, 
the volume of water exported or imported by a country 
in this way is usually not taken into consideration 
(Hoekstra & Mekonnen, 2012). This motivated the 
British geographer John Anthony Allan to develop the 
concept of virtual water – the water "embodied" in a 
particular product (Hoekstra, 2003, p. 13). The concept 

brings into light the amount of water traded by 
countries in commodities and is often seen as a 
geopolitical instrument to ensure the efficiency of 
global water use (p. 14). Since virtual water can be 
considered as an alternative water source, to ensure 
fair trade and water management on an international 
level, countries with abundant aquatic resources 
should produce and export water-intensive products to 
the countries with higher water stress (p. 14). 

Due to favourable climatic conditions and 
rich aquatic resources, Germany is considered to have 
a relatively low water stress rate. Consequently, it is 
assumed that it should export more water-intense 
products to countries experiencing higher water stress 
and import goods with lower virtual water content. To 
verify if this assumption holds true, in our project, we 
assess and compare the volumes of virtual water 
imported and exported from Germany to water-scarce 
countries around the globe in terms of agricultural 
products. We have decided to focus on food items 
since the agricultural sector is highly water-intensive 
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and is responsible for 70% of worldwide freshwater 
withdrawal. Moreover, this sector is characterized as 
highly flexible with their choice of trade partners, as 
many of the items – such as meat or vegetables – can 
be produced in different countries and even continents. 
The ultimate goal of the project is to identify the water-
scarce countries exporting more virtual water 
embodied in food products to Germany than their 
virtual water imports from Germany, as well as 
analyzing the trade policies between Germany and 
selected countries with regards to their respective 
water stress level. In order to gain an all-encompassing 
picture, the project will be approached from three 
different perspectives: animal production, crop 
production, and overall food production. Drawing on 
the results, necessary changes to German trade policies 
will be proposed to ensure higher efficiency and fair 
use of the water resources on a global scale. 
 
METHODOLOGY 
 
Data Collection 
Selection of the Countries 
Considering that our project is mainly focused on 
virtual water trade with water-scarce countries, the 
water stress level was the main criteria in the 
countries’ selection. Thus, we have consulted a 
working paper published by the World Resource 
Institute (Gassert, Reig, Luo, & Maddocks, 2013), 
which provides a ranking of countries based on their 
baseline water stress – which is defined as a correlation 
between total water withdrawal per year and total 
annual renewable water supply (p. 3). The first 80 
countries exhibiting the highest baseline water stress 
were selected. Nevertheless, as some of the countries 
(e.g. Antigua and Barbuda, Barbados etc.) have little 
to no trade with Germany, countries from which less 
than 18,000 tons of products were imported were 
disqualified. The threshold was only established for 
import, as the goal of our project is to determine the 
countries from which the amount of virtual water 
imported is significantly higher than the amount of 
water exported. Thus, countries from which 
inconsiderable amounts of products are imported are 
unlikely to fall under this category. As a result, the 
following 30 countries have been selected: Italy, 
Spain, Belgium, Unites States of America, Australia, 

United Kingdom, Argentina, China, Indonesia, 
Turkey, India, Greece, Luxemburg, South Africa, 
Ireland, Peru, Chile, Portugal, Morocco, Israel, 
Mexico, Estonia, Kazakhstan, Philippines, Dominican 
Republic, Cuba, Macedonia, Pakistan, Sri Lanka, and 
Cyprus. 
 
Data on Export/Import 
The website of the Federal Statistical Office of 
Germany (Statistisches Bundesamt) provided the 
information on the number of tons exported from and 
imported to Germany from each of the selected 
countries in 2017. The data included various 
categories, ranging from food production to textile and 
metals. For the purpose of our project, only the 
categories that are related to agricultural products (e.g. 
“meat”, “vegetables and fruits”) were taken into 
consideration (IDs of the selected categories, as 
provided by the Statistisches Bundesamt: WA02 - 
WA24). 
 
Data on Virtual Water Content 
Finding specific information on the virtual water 
content of food products imported from different 
countries was of the utmost importance for the success 
of the project and accuracy of the derived results. 
When considering the virtual water content of different 
food items, the site of the production can have a 
significant effect. This is due to the fact that water-
scarce countries have higher evaporation rates and 
droughts occurrences, which often results in additional 
irrigation and water loss. As the topic of virtual water 
content and trade have recently drawn particular 
attention from academia, abundant information on this 
topic was found in scientific journals. In our project, 
we were drawing upon studies by Hoekstra (2003), 
Hoekstra and Hung (2002), Hoekstra and Mekonnen 
(2010, 2011), as well as Yuan et al. (2017), which 
included specific data on the virtual water content of 
agricultural products in m3/ton and often addressed 
differences between countries. 
 
Data Preparation 
Calculating the Overall Amount of Water Imported 
and Exported from each of the Countries to Germany 
in Food Products (m3/km2) 
To calculate the overall amount of water imported to 
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Germany from a particular country, the following 
steps were applied: (1) Each of the categories of food 
products (WA02 - WA24; e.g. “meat” or “vegetables 
and fruits”) was aligned with the corresponding virtual 
water content (m3/ton) for the country. For the 
categories on which no country-specific information 
concerning the water content was available, the global 
average was used; (2) For each of the categories, the 
amount of the products imported from the country (in 
tons) was multiplied by the assigned virtual water 
content in (1). The result represents the amount of 
virtual water (in m3) imported under a particular 
category of products; (3) The values obtained in the 
previous step were added together for all categories 
representing agricultural products. The derived 
quantity represented the total volume of water (in m3) 
imported from the country to Germany in food 
products; (4) Finally, the value calculated in (3) was 
divided by the country area (in km2). Thus, virtual 
water losses and gains were represented per unit area, 
which ensured an appropriate comparison between 
countries of drastically different size (e.g. Luxemburg 
and China). 

Similarly to the water import, to quantify the 
total volume of water exported from Germany to a 
particular country, the following algorithm was used: 
(1) Each of the categories referring to food products 
(WA02-WA24) was assigned with the corresponding 
specific (or where no specific data were found – global 
average) virtual water content (m3/ton) for Germany; 
(2) For each of the category, the amount of the 
products (in tons) exported to the country from 
Germany was multiplied with the virtual water content 
from (1). The derived value represented the amount of 
virtual water (in m3) exported from Germany to the 
country under a particular category of products; (3) 
The sum of the results from (2) for each of the 
categories representing agricultural products was 
calculated; The obtained number, thus, represented the 
total volume of water in m3 exported from Germany to 
the country in food products; (4) The sum calculated 
in the previous step was divided by the area of the 
country to which the products were exported (in km2). 
 
Calculating the Overall amount of Water 
Exported/Imported by Germany separately for Crop 
and Animal Products 

The total amounts of the virtual water exported and 
imported by Germany in crops and animal products 
were calculated similarly to the overall virtual water 
export and import. The only difference was the 
categories that were taken into the calculation: WA06, 
WA07, WA08, WA09, WA10, WA11, WA12, WA 
13, WA14, WA17, WA18, WA19, WA20, WA23, 
WA 24 for crop products and WA02, WA03, WA04, 
WA05, WA16 for animal products. 
 
Assigning the Water Stress Score 
For each of the countries, a water stress score was 
assigned based on the above-mentioned working paper 
by Gassert, Reig, Luo, and Maddocks (2013). 
ArcGIS Pro: Preparation of Maps and Spatial Analysis 
For the preparation of maps and spatial analysis of the 
data, the ArcGIS Pro software was used, and the 
following steps were applied for each of the maps to 
create the layers: 
 
Countries’ Borders. The layer was produced by 
importing a shapefile with countries’s borders. 
 
Water Stress Score. To create the layer: (1) A 
corresponding excel table for the map was imported 
using the “Excel to Table” conversion tool; (2) The 
shapefile with the countries’ borders was imported a 
second time. The shapefile included a table with the 
list of all of the world’s countries and their spatial 
specifications; (3) The tables from step 1 and 2 were 
joined using the “Add Join” Data Management Tool 
based on the corresponding fields “Name” and 
“Country”. Only the countries selected for the project 
were shown on the map. (4) In “Symbology” of the 
layer, “Graduated Colors” were applied for the field 
“score”. 5 colors were chosen and the values for each 
of the colors were introduced manually with 0.5 
interval. As a result, countries selected for the project 
appeared on the map in the score color corresponding 
to their water stress, which allowed for more effective 
spatial analysis. 
 
WaterImport. This layer was created in the following 
steps: (1) “Add XY data” was selected for the 
previously imported table (see step 1 in 
WaterStressScore). Longitude and latitude included in 
the table represents the geographical centers of each of 
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the countries. (2) In “Symbology” of the layer, 
“Graduated Symbols” were applied for the field 
“Water imported to Germany per country area”. 20 
classes were chosen, and the values suggested by the 
GIS software were manually rounded to the integer 
number. (3) Size and the color were adapted to ensure 
the most effective spatial representation of the data. 
 
WaterExport. Similar to the WaterImport layer, (1) 
“Add XY data” was selected for the previously 
imported table. (2) In “Symbology” of the layer, 
“Graduated Symbols” were applied for the field 
“Water exported to Germany per country area”. 20 
classes were chosen, and the values were introduced 
manually to match the categories in the WaterImport 
layer. Nevertheless, the highest and the smallest values 
were not changed, so all of the results are shown at the 
map. Introducing the same values for WaterImport and 
WaterExport ensured that the same sizes of the 
symbols in both of the layers represent the same 
values, which allowed a better comparison. (3) For the 
most effective spatial representation, the color of 
symbols was chosen to create a contrast with the 
WaterImport layer, while the size was kept the same. 
When all of the following layers were created, the 
layout with the legend was produced and exported as 
a .pdf file. The same procedure of creating and 
adjusting layers was repeated for each of the maps 
using Excel files the corresponding to the map. Three 
maps were created each representing respectively: the 
overall amount of virtual water exported from and 
imported to Germany from the selected countries in 
food products; the amount of virtual water exported 
from and imported to Germany from the selected 
countries in crop products; and the amount of virtual 
water exported from and imported to Germany from 
the selected countries in animal products. The maps 
allowed for effective spatial analysis and derivation of 
the results, which will be further discussed in the 
following. The produced maps can be found in the 
appendix. 
 
RESULTS 
 
The results for the three different approaches to 
answering the project’s thesis – animal production, 
crop production and the overall trade – shall be 

discussed separately in the followings by identifying 
and analyzing the countries suffering from negative 
impacts from trade with Germany. 'Negative impacts' 
shall be defined as Germany importing more water in 
the form of agricultural products from an individual 
country than it exports back into the country. This 
trade behaviour may substantially contribute to water 
stress in the individual country. Thus, the magnitude 
of the discrepancy between virtual water import and 
export with Germany shall be evaluated. This 
assessment can serve as grounds to suggest whether or 
not trade between Germany and a certain country 
should be discouraged or altered towards either 
importing less water in the form of food items from an 
individual country to Germany or exporting more 
virtual water from Germany to the country in question. 
 
Animal products 
The outcome concerning animal production trade 
raises concern about trade between Germany and 
various countries that suffer from low to high water 
stress: USA, Argentina, Ireland (low water stress), 
Turkey, Peru, Chile, Sri Lanka (low to medium water 
stress), Mexico, India, and Australia (medium water 
stress), and Kazakhstan (high water stress) [For 
detailed results, see Appendix 1]. The water security 
of 36.3% of the countries taken into account might be 
adversely impacted by trading animal products with 
Germany. 

For countries with a low water stress level, 
trade in the form of animal products is not of a high 
concern, since, in addition to the low water stress, 
there is no significant discrepancy between exported 
and imported virtual water. Nonetheless, trends of 
water stress and difference between incoming and 
outgoing virtual water must be monitored to pre-empt 
potential negative effects. Virtual water trade between 
Germany and Turkey, Peru, Sri Lanka, and Chile, on 
the other hand, must be monitored closely, as these 
countries are experiencing a low to medium water 
stress. Furthermore, special attention has to be paid to 
Turkey and Sri Lanka, as, in addition to water 
insecurity, the dominance of outgoing virtual water 
over incoming for these two countries is alarmingly 
significant. Medium water stressed countries, 
Australia and Mexico, do not exhibit a significant 
difference between imported and exported water in the 
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form of animal products from and to Germany. Hence, 
it is difficult to make suggestions on future trade 
relationship between Germany and these two 
countries. India, on the other hand, while also being 
confronted with medium water stress, has a much 
higher export of water in form of animal products to 
Germany than it receives in return. This may 
negatively affect the country's water situation. 
Consequently, virtual water trade between Germany 
and India in regards to animal products is discouraged. 
The same conclusion was reached for Kazakhstan: 
Since this country suffers from high water stress, even 
a slight dominance of outgoing over incoming virtual 
water could have significant negative impacts on the 
country's water security. Therefore, the import of 
animal production from Kazakhstan should be 
reduced. 
 
Crop Products 
The second analysis concerns the trade of crops and 
other cereals. The results show that 13 of 30 countries 
were found to be negatively affected by trading crops 
with Germany: Argentina, China, the United 
Kingdom, Estonia (low water stress), the Dominican 
Republic, Indonesia, Sri Lanka, Peru, Chile, the 
Philippines (low to medium water stress), Mexico, 
India (medium water stress), and Kazakhstan and 
Pakistan (high water stress) [For detailed results, see 
Appendix 2]. This accounts for 43.3% of all countries 
taken into consideration. 

It is also important to mention that for many 
countries the imbalance between outgoing and 
incoming water in the form of crops is rather 
significant. Hence, even nations suffering from low 
water stress, such as Argentina, should be monitored 
closely. Countries experiencing a low to medium 
water stress – such as the Dominican Republic, Sri 
Lanka, Indonesia and Peru – are, therefore, especially 
concerned with this issue. If not handled carefully, 
Germany may significantly endanger these countries' 
water security, and hasten their transition to medium 
water stress. Thus, the trade with the four above 
mentioned nations should be closely monitored. 
Among countries with medium water stress level, 
India bears the heaviest consequences. This aligns 
with results from the trade of animal production, which 
together may pose a significant threat to the water 

security in this country. A similar tendency can also be 
observed for Sri Lanka, and Mexico. Lastly, Pakistan 
and Kazakhstan are of high concern, due to the high 
water stress level prevailing in these nations. 
Kazakhstan is particularly threatened since there is a 
significant dominance of outgoing over incoming 
virtual water for both animal and crop production. 
Therefore, the import of water-intense animal and crop 
products from Kazakhstan is highly discouraged. 
 
Overall Water Trade 
When taking into account the overall virtual water 
trade, 9 countries are negatively affected by trade with 
Germany: Argentina (low water stress), the 
Dominican Republic, Peru, Chile, Sri Lanka, 
Indonesia (low to medium water stress), and Mexico, 
India, Australia (medium water stress) [For detailed 
results, see Appendix 3]. This accounts for 30% of all 
countries selected in the study. 

One of the major findings of the project is 
that nations with high or extremely high water stress 
levels have not been found to experience negative 
influences from virtual water trade with Germany. 
This implies that German trade behavior is not to be 
condemned. Countries experiencing low and medium 
water stress, on the other hand, were found to export 
more water to Germany than is returned. While these 
nations are not yet experiencing high levels of water 
stress, if significantly higher amounts of water leave 
the countries in form of the products than is regained, 
over time, water security may be jeopardized. Thus, 
the countries' advancement from a low to medium 
water stress level may be accelerated. This threat is 
particularly imminent to the Dominican Republic, 
Peru, Sri Lanka and Indonesia. For these countries, the 
imbalance between incoming and outgoing water in 
terms of products is particularly significant. Hence, 
trade between Germany and these nations should be 
closely monitored and possibly adapted. As for the 
group of countries suffering from medium water 
stress, India is especially endangered since it exports 
more water in the form of products to Germany than is 
imported into the country. Thus – due to this export-
import-imbalance of water and its medium water stress 
level – continuation of the current virtual water trade 
behavior between India and Germany is highly 
discouraged. 
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Nevertheless, it is very surprising that 
Germany's biggest trading partners (for example 
Spain, Italy, Belgium, China, the US) do not 
experience negative effects, regardless of the 
individual country's water stress level. Furthermore, it 
should also be noted that no European country selected 
for the project is adversely affected by virtual water 
trade with Germany. 
 
LIMITATIONS 
 
The main limitation encountered during the project 
were unspecific (e.g. “Baked goods”) or broad 
(“Coffee, tea, and spices”) categories of commodities 
provided by the Statistisches Bundesamt. To address 
this problem, in the first case, the water content was 
estimated based on theoretical components of the 
category, while in the second, the average for different 
products was estimated. 

Another limitation was the lack of specific 
data for a particular country on the virtual water 
content of some categories of products (e.g. fish, 
coffee, tea, spices). Consequently, the global average 
was used. Nevertheless, the virtual water content of 
products tends to be higher in countries experiencing 
water stress – which were the subject of our research – 
due to the need for irrigation because of droughts and 
increase in evaporation. Therefore, applying the global 
average might have resulted in a lower value for the 
volume of virtual water imported from the countries. 
Since the goal of our project is to determine for which 
of the countries more virtual water is imported to 
Germany than exported, a lower value of imported 
water may affect the final results. However, since 
country-specific data on the virtual water content were 
available for most of the categories of the food 
products, the overall results of the project can be 
considered representative and reliable. 
 
CONCLUSION & DISCUSSION 
 
With the global water crisis gaining momentum, 
actions need to be taken on an international scale. 
Since the introduction of the concept of virtual water 
trade, water embodied in products have begun to be 
considered a valuable water source. Thus, countries 
with rich aquatic supply, for instance Germany, are 

expected to import a higher number of water-intensive 
products to water-scarce nations. Our project was, 
therefore, aimed at discovering for which countries 
Germany does not meet these aspirations. Hence, we 
collected data on the amounts of virtual water 
embodied in agricultural products that were imported 
and exported from Germany to countries experiencing 
water stress. Then, the data was divided into three 
categories: animal products, crop products, and overall 
food products. Using the ArcGIS Pro software, maps 
were created to facilitate spatial analysis, as water 
trade imbalances and levels of water stress could be 
considered simultaneously, and a conclusion could be 
drawn immediately. 

As far as the results of the project are 
concerned, it was found that more virtual water is 
imported than exported by Germany from the 
following countries: Argentina, Peru, Chile and Sri 
Lanka, Mexico, India, Australia, and Dominican 
Republic. Since the current trade behaviour can 
jeopardize their water security, further import of 
water-intensive goods from these eight countries 
should, thus, be discouraged. While some of the 
countries – such as Argentina – were classified as 
‘low’ or ‘low to medium’ stress, it should be 
highlighted that all of the states selected for the project 
experience challenges in their water sector and the 
countries were ranked relatively to other selected 
states. Therefore, the prevalence of the water import 
observed in any of the states (even if it was classified 
as low water stress) should not be neglected. 
Moreover, it is advisable that more virtual water is 
exported to these nations from Germany, for example 
in agricultural products. Furthermore, special attention 
needs to be paid to Kazakhstan: Although this country 
exhibits an extremely high water shortage, its water 
stress level is, surprisingly, not negatively affected by 
trading agricultural goods with Germany. This, 
however, may be subject to change in the future. Thus, 
it is highly advisable to monitor the development of 
water stress induced by the trade of agricultural goods 
in Kazakhstan. Furthermore, virtual water import 
should be limited in order to pre-empt a worsening of 
the country's water stress level. 

Moreover, by incorporating the concept of 
virtual water into German trade policies, and by 
reconsidering the current trade relationships with 
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trading partners, Germany could contribute to the 
mitigation of water-stress in countries with scarce 
water resources. It should also be highlighted that 
suggestions concerning alternations in the trading 
patterns proposed above are mainly focused on 
eliminating adverse impacts that trading goods with 
Germany exert on the water sector of the countries in 
question by balancing water import and export. 
However, Germany should take an active role in 
improving the water stress situation in the countries 
experiencing a high level of water stress by having the 
amount of virtual water exported to these countries 
considerably exceed the amount that is imported to 
Germany. The acknowledgment of the responsibility 
to address water stress of trading partners should also 

be integrated into the trade policy. Moreover, as global 
climate change is gaining momentum, and is, thus, 
jeopardizing water security in many countries around 
the world, it is highly advisable to adopt short-term 
planning strategies in the trading sector: Water stress 
levels of trading partners should be closely monitored 
and trade policies should be frequently reconsidered to 
account for possible changes. 

Taking into account the results of this study 
and the growing water crisis, further research should 
be conducted on worldwide virtual water trade 
patterns. Furthermore, the outcomes of such studies 
should be considered when deciding on foreign trade 
policies and choosing trading partners.
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APPENDIX 1 
Water import and export from Germany in agricultural products (global view) 

 

 

Water import and export from Germany in agricultural products (Europe) 
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APPENDIX 2 

Water import and export from Germany in crop products (global view)  

 

 

Water import and export from Germany in crop products (Europe)  
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APPENDIX 3 

Water import and export from Germany in animal products (global view)  

 

Water import and export from Germany in animal products (Europe) 
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ABSTRACT 
Many sociologists writing about modernity are critical of the increasing freedom and corresponding responsibility placed on 
individuals to decide about their own lives. This self-determination requires the construction of a self-narrative through reflexivity. 
Recently, this emphasis on individual responsibility has been related to rising rates of anxiety and mental illness. An aspect that is 
often overlooked in this theoretical framework, however, is the interrelational nature of the self-narrative. This is investigated in 
this paper using the following research question: Can a narrative view of identity construction be considered as more accurate than 
a sociological view and how does this change the perception of risks accredited to individualism?  
Whereas most sociologists frame the narrative self as individualist, theorists like Taylor argue that constructing a stable self-
identity is not possible without a basis of shared values and a recognition of this identity by others. Moreover, this self-identity 
cannot be individually constructed because it is influenced by the cultural, historical and political background of the time as the 
individual constructs their narrative. Thus, the narrative view allows for a nuanced view on the consequences of individualism 
through looking at the complexities of self-narratives 
 
Keywords: narrativity, selfhood, identity, modernity 

 
A term that has recently been used in the media to 
describe the members of the millennial generation is 
‘snowflake’. This term implies that these individuals 
are all conceiving of themselves as unique and, 
moreover, are overly focussed on themselves and their 
development at the expense of caring for others and 
engaging with politics (The Conversation, 2019). 
Also, these ‘snowflakes’ are seen as weak, sensitive 
and childish (The Conversation, 2019). For a part the 
usage of this term can be seen as a critique of current 
youth, but for another part it criticises the ideal of self-
determination that is characteristic of modern 
individualistic societies. Schwartz (2000) defines self-
determination as having almost unrestrained freedom 
to determine your own path in life by choosing 
activities and hereby shaping the self according to 

 
1 The assumptions that underlie this view that a wide variety of 
cultural constructs, such as the self, contain a narrative structure; 
these constructs can be analysed as narratives and the primary 
form in which humans structure information and assign meaning 
is by creating narratives (Abbot, 2014d) 

personal preferences (Schwartz, 2000, p. 80).  
The metaphor of the snowflake questions this 

ideal because it points out that if individuals may be 
able to shape their lives according to their wishes, they 
could alienate and isolate themselves in the process. 
This idea that individuals can shape their own life at a 
cost of functioning in larger collectives is prevalent 
among sociologists writing about the modern self. I 
will argue that this view is too restrictive. In this paper 
I will review some sociological theory on identity 
construction in modern times in order to contrast it to 

a different view, namely narrative theory. 12This view 
originating from literary studies is often overlooked by 
sociologists, which makes it relevant to consider. 
Narrative theory enables the study of social processes 
as narratives and sheds a more nuanced light on 

2 The assumptions that underlie this view are that a wide variety 
of cultural constructs, such as the self, contain a narrative 
structure; these constructs can be analysed as narratives and the 
primary form in which humans structure information and assign 
meaning is by creating narratives (Abbott, 2014d). 
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identity construction than sociological theory.  
I will try to answer the following research 

question: Can a narrative view of identity construction 
be considered as more accurate than a sociological 
view and how does this change the perception of risks 
accredited to individualism? I will do this by first 
describing some common sociological theories about 
modern selves. In the second section, I will describe a 
narrative view of identity construction that shows how 
complex this process is. Then I will sketch some 
implications of the narrative self on an individual 
(psychological) and collective (political) level. I will 
conclude that a narrative view is not only more 
realistic but also places doubt upon the criticism that is 
often placed upon individualism: that it can form a 
slippery slope into self-absorption and political apathy. 
Sociological theories make it appear as if individuals 
in modern times can have profound influence on their 
own lives as separate from friends, family and larger 
societal structures. When considering narrative theory, 
however, it becomes clear that this vision is flawed as 
the construction of an identity via a narrative can only 
be formed in interaction with others as well as shaped 
by cultural and historical factors.   
 
NARRATIVE SELFS SITUATED IN 
MODERNITY 
 
For Giddens (1990) reflexivity distinguishes late 
modernity from its previous stages. Reflexivity forms 
the link between action and thought (Giddens, 1990, p. 
39). In late modernity, Giddens writes, all actions are 
evaluated, and new actions are based on these 
evaluations. Examples of this can be seen in the 
amount of paperwork done in healthcare facilities and 
universities. Instead of merely practising a certain 
profession it is often expected that professionals reflect 
on and process their own work in order to further 
improve. Modern society works through reflexivity 
and so does the self, by means of the construction of 
its biography (Giddens, 1990). Individuals shape their 
selves according to how they view themselves and 
how they would like to progress in the future. This is 
done through consumption and collecting experiences 
to form a personal ‘collage’. According to Giddens 
(1990), capitalism enforces the idea of a self-identity 
that can be developed through consumption of goods 

and services. Examples of this are the self-help book 
and, perhaps similarly, a ‘life design’ academy that 
was recently opened in Arnhem, the Netherlands 
(NRC, 2019). The founder of the academy, Twan 
Verdonk, used his expertise on design to help 
individuals who feel out of control about their life 
course ‘design their lives’. He is convinced that 
individuals using his programme are able to 
profoundly influence their life paths by making 
choices that fit with the values they care about in life. 
In modern times, he says, people have so much to 
choose from that they can get overwhelmed. To solve 
this, they should consider their lives from the basics 
and work up to include ‘extras’ from there.  

Another example of this reflexive identity 
creation through consumerism is maintaining a certain 
exercise regime or diet. The choice for such practices 
is made reflexively: specific food preferences and 
fitness exercises are chosen based on previous 
experiences or others’ recommendations. 
Interestingly, Giddens (1991b) considers the self as a 
narrative formed by connecting actual experiences into 
a narrative self instead of as derived from others’ 
reactions. Thus, according to this view, in the modern 
world, the individual reflexively constructs its own 
biography relatively independently.  

Beck & Beck-Gernheim (2002) write that 
individuals are expected to responsibly navigate a 
rapidly changing world. Institutions still put 
constraints on individual choices as was the case in 
premodern times (Beck, 1992; Giddens, 1991a, p. 5). 
A profound change in modern times, however, is that 
individuals are required to make choices themselves, 
while many life choices used to be determined on the 
basis of social class or tradition. Even insignificant 
choices are thoroughly deliberated because individuals 
feel responsible for all types of life choices. The new 
aspect of modern individualisation is that it has 
become widespread among the population and now 
forms a foundation to society in that it has become a 
desired way of living (Beck & Beck-Gernsheim, 
2002). Since every choice has become an object of 
personal deliberation, individuals feel responsible for 
many aspects of their lives. A modern phenomenon 
that illustrates this is ‘FOMO’. It stands for ‘Fear of 
Missing Out’ and refers to the choice overload of the 
modern individual. There is not just simply more to 
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choose from in an individualist world, but individuals 
are also expected to make these choices for 
themselves. This can cause anxiety about possibly 
missed opportunities when making a wrong choice. A 
Dutch student describes such an experience in a 
university paper (DUB.com, 2019). The student writes 
that he made the conscious decision not to take 
extracurriculars during the summer holidays. Some 
peers, however, did decide to take them. This was 
enough to make the student feel anxious about a 
missed opportunity even though he was fairly 
confident he made the most desirable decision at that 
moment. On the one hand, individuals have become 
freer to decide on the life they want, but paradoxically 
there is no escape from practising this freedom. The 
picture painted by sociologist writing about modernity 
is that individuals have more options to take about 
their lives and reflect on these in a narrative manner to 
evaluate them.  
 
NARRATIVE STRUCTURING OF THE SELF 
 
However, narrative theory sheds a different light on 
identity construction, revealing its complexity. A 
narrative view accompanies nuances and intricacies of 
individual lives. In order to be able to view ourselves 
as individuals that change through time and are able to, 
at least partly, direct this change, we need to view our 
lives in a narrative form (Polkinghorne, 1991, p. 144; 
Abbott, 2014c, p. 130). Narratives give structure to a 
loose collection of events, that can then be related to 
the whole of the narrative (Polkinghorne, 1991). 
Polkinghorne (1991, p. 141) writes that self-narratives 
are constructed as follows: we experience events, 
place them in a temporal frame and then place it into 
our existing narrative. The self is situated in the middle 
of the story and constructs it from there. This narrative 
can only be coherent if we combine our idea of our past 
self with our present activities and future goals 
(Polkinghorne, 1991, p. 144; Giddens, 1991b). For 
example, if a student attends class even though they 
don’t feel well they might place this into their narrative 
about being a good student. That narrative was already 
constructed before they went to class and the event is 
interpreted to support the narrative. 

The relationship between events and the 
narrative as a whole, however, is more complex: 

narratives are given meaning by events, but events can 
also assign meaning to a narrative. The student would 
view the event of going to class differently if they had 
constructed an alternative pre-existing narrative. 
Furthermore, Polkinghorne (1991, p. 142) argues that 
events only gain meaning by being placed within a 
narrative. If the narrative is changed by some major 
events, events included in it also gain a different 
meaning retrospectively. Encounters between two 
people who later enter a relationship are seen as 
significant in retrospect, when at the moment they 
occurred they were not seen as unusual. Thus, self-
narratives continuously change in meaning based on 
new events occurring or new interpretations of earlier 
events. These inconsistencies complicate the 
construction of a coherent view of ourselves through a 
narrative to create a stable identity. 

It is also relevant to reflect on which 
position(s) the self is to take in or to the narrative: 
author, narrator, character or critic (Schechtman, 2011, 
p. 412). If the self is the author of its biography, as 
Beck & Beck-Gernsheim (2002) write, the individual 
is in control. If the self is considered a mere character, 
however, it seems individuals are subjects of where 
their narrative takes them. The distinction described by 
Mead between the ‘I’ and ‘Me’ is helpful for 
understanding the positioning of the self to its 
narrative (Mead as cited in Dillon, 2014). The ‘Me’ is 
the experiencing subject and the ‘I’ is the way the ‘Me’ 
reflects onto these experiences (Jackson, 2010). This 
similar distinction can be seen in Giddens’ work: 
individuals are selves, and reflexively construct their 
self-identity or narrative self. Giddens and Beck view 
the individual as author of its biography. An author is 
a writer of a narrative that is often but not always 
situated outside of the world in which the story takes 
place. An exception is an autobiography, in which the 
author is also a character. The self cannot easily be 
viewed as the writer of its autobiography because the 
self-narrative is continuously modified. If self-
narratives are considered autobiographies, it seems 
more likely that the self is a narrator in its 
autobiography (Polkinghorne, 1991, p. 145).  

Another way to look at the position of the self 
within the narrative is from the concept of focalisation; 
the lens through which characters and events are 
viewed in the narrative (Abbott, 2014b). It may be 
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accurate to consider the self the focalising entity of its 
narrative. If the self focalises, it experiences the 
narrative and thus is a character but is also its narrator. 
It seems reasonable to say the self is a character in its 
narrative because it makes choices that influence the 
course of the narrative. The critic can be seen as the 
entity that evaluates the self and looks reflexively for 
its future goals. Thus, we can see in the critic the 
reflexivity of Giddens and the ‘I’ of Mead. The self 
cannot be said to have a single position in constructing 
its narrative but always experiences actively and 
reflects upon experiences to include them in the 
narrative. The varied position of the self in connection 
to its narrative shows that individuals are not always 
the controlling author of the self-narrative. 

     
SELF-REFLEXIVITY AS AN INTERRATIONAL 
CHARACTERISTIC 
 
Another advantage of narrative theory compared to the 
sociological theories of Beck and Giddens is that it 
shows the importance of interpersonal relationships in 
self-narratives. Beck (1992, p. 92) writes that 
individualisation has been empirically verified to exist 
and, moreover, is a moral ideal. Individuals report that 
they prefer to decide their lives for themselves. But 
when considering precisely the way they tell stories 
about their life choices another picture arises. Mason 
(2004) argues against the individualist idea of the self 
that is brought forward by many sociologists writing 
about modernity. Mason (2004) argues that these 
accounts are influential but do not put enough 
emphasis on interpersonal relationships that are 
indispensable to the construction of a self-narrative. 
Mason (2004, p. 166) researches residential narratives 
by conducting interviews and discovers that they give 
a multi-layered idea of the narrative self. Interviewed 
respondents did not just talk about themselves but the 
experiences around moving houses and living 
arrangements were also related to the condition of 
others in one’s life, work, the economy and politics of 
the time. According to this study, the self is not always 
the primary focus of a self-narrative. Mason (2004, p. 
167) concludes that the narratives revealed a relational 
rather than individual sense of agency and identity that 
arises out of recounted life stories. Thus, we should not 
speak of selves in relation but relational selves 

(Mason, 2004, p. 177). Some examples of extreme 
group situations can make this even more clear. The 
Stanford prison experiment, although contested, 
shows that a group narrative can have profound 
consequences for behaviour and consequently on self-
narratives as they are altered to previously performed 
behaviour. 

Jackson (2010) writes about the relevance of 
Mead’s work for contemporary understandings of the 
self. Jackson (2010) argues that Giddens has not paid 
enough attention to this view in his characterisation of 
the narrative self. For Mead, the ‘self’ is a process that 
is carried out in interaction with others from which a 
self-identity can be derived. (Mead as cited in Jackson, 
2010). Polkinghorne (1991, p. 146) shares this view 
and argues that self-narratives are not narcissistic 
because we include others in the narrative and others 
influence its course. This is different from Giddens’ 
view that sees the self as a project that is carried out by 
the individual. Just like Giddens, Mead says 
individuals are defined by their past but that self-
narratives are constructed through interpretations of 
past events (Jackson, 2010). However, for Mead, 
reflexivity also means positioning yourself in relation 
to others. He argues that our idea of a ‘self’ arises in 
relation to and in interaction with others (Jackson, 
2010). He says that in new situations there is increased 
reflexivity and self-awareness. Knowing this, it could 
be concluded that Mead would agree with Giddens that 
reflexivity is important in modernity because the social 
reality has become more dynamic or fluid. But Mead 
furthermore shows the importance of relationships and 
social context for the construction of narratives. 
  
IMPLICATIONS OF THE SELF-NARRATIVE 
 
Polkinghorne, (1991, p. 144) writes that the kind of 
narrative that is viewed as ideal depends on cultural 
and historical circumstances. Such narrative moulds 
that we use, Abbott (2014c) calls ‘masterplots’. In 
modernity, the masterplot of self-determination can be 
seen as a major source of the idealised self-narrative. 
With these narratives, individuals attempt to reach 
self-fulfilment by making their own choices to work 
towards self-defined goals. Taylor (1991a) calls this 
the ‘ethic of authenticity’, highlighting that this is a 
moral ideal; it is the right thing to do. The ethic of 
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authenticity encourages individuals to behave in a way 
that is unique to them and in order to do this they have 
to decide about their life choices. In conditions of 
modernity, identity is not given but created which 
gives rise to a search for uniqueness (Taylor, 1991c). 
Beck (1992b p. 94) gives an example about 
competition in the work force. If everyone has roughly 
the same qualifications, job applicants have to 
emphasise something unique about them that makes it 
compelling to hire them. Here, like Giddens (1990) 
writes, jobs are used as a means of identity 
construction: a special job makes for a more unique 
self-narrative. When considering the self-narrative as 
part of the ethic of authenticity, it becomes clear that 
some theorised implications of the construction of self-
narratives are misplaced. The implications on a 
psychological level, however, are worth paying special 
attention to. 
 
Implications on an individual level 
The ethic of authenticity implies a self-authorship in 
which all choices are actively deliberated. This might 
be why modern individuals often struggle to 
continuously construct the narrative. Self-narratives 
are fluid and unfinished. This can make them appear 
chaotic, incoherent or seem like a stream of events 
without leading to a complete narrative with a unified 
meaning (Polkinghorne, 1991, p. 145). This can lead 
to the fragmented self that is in modern times often 
associated with burn-out, mental illness and anxiety. 
Giddens is critical about the ideal of authenticity: 
“‘authenticity’ becomes both a pre-eminent value and 
a framework for self-actualisation, but represents a 
morally stunted process” (Giddens 1991a, p. 9). So, 
while self-actualisation is often conceived of as a 
process of personal growth, Giddens considers it to be 
impaired moral growth. Giddens and Beck admit this 
new self can offer many opportunities in terms of 
freedom but the flipside of this is meaninglessness if 
people fail to construct their narrative and thereby their 
life successfully (Beck & Beck-Gernsheim, 2002).  

It is not hard to imagine this if we consider 
the paradox in modernity between the idea of total 
control and predictability and at the same time the rise 
of impersonal, structural forces. Individuals in the 
modern world strive for a united self through narrative 
but have to do this in an increasingly fragmented world 

(Giddens, 1991a). Also, the possibility of shaping the 
narrative self leads to a dilemma between having an 
unchanging, defined self that is shaped by traditional 
structures or a self that is so flexible that is becomes 
empty and is only ‘authentic’ in others’ considerations 
(Giddens, 1991a). So, on the one hand, individuals 
who are afraid of the freedom that modernity offers, 
fully define themselves according to authority and 
existing structures while others ‘lose’ themselves in 
extensively trying to define it authentically. These 
views show that a responsibility to construct a unique 
self-narrative can put pressure on individuals that can 
have serious consequences.   
 
Implications on a collective level 
According to some thinkers the personal struggle to 
construct a fitting narrative also has consequences on 
the collective level. Sennett (2017) seems to imply that 
the ideal of an authentic narrative self is eroding 
citizenship and political participation. Sennett (2017) 
writes that the public life is increasingly filled with 
personality. Individuals tend to focus on themselves 
instead of thinking about the greater collective without 
regard of their specific position. In political life, 
Sennett (2017) writes, individualist thinking has 
become engrained. Politicians and public figures like 
Donald Trump are not popular for their ideas or 
aspirations but because of their charisma and 
interesting private lives. Thus, Sennett (2017) writes 
that a private life is preferred above risky involvement 
in public collectives.  

Taylor (1991c) understands these views but 
does not agree that political participation must be 
declining because of individualism. First, Taylor 
sketches some important changes in modern time that 
Beck (1992) also touches upon: individuals have 
become more independent from tradition and 
hierarchies and have become more equal. These 
developments interact with the rise of individualism 
and the ethic of authenticity. The independency 
triggers the need to focus on a unique self-narrative. 
Taylor (1991c) also gives examples of how this ideal 
can lead to decreasing political participation. Like 
Beck (1992b), he touches upon single issue activism 
that is not aimed towards a sustainable change for the 
collective. This resembles the snowflake metaphor: 
individuals choose one unique topic to address but fail 
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to connect it to other issues and communities. Also, he 
says that the idea of equal rights and citizenship can be 
difficult to combine with a culture in which everyone 
tries to be uniquely different. Not everyone may have 
the means to create a unique identity. This requires 
various personal and financial investments. But Taylor 
(1991c) does not think that these political 
consequences are a direct result of the ethic, but a 
result of the ethic in interaction with the various 
societal development like rationalisation and 
individualisation. Rationalisation describes a process 
in which the modern age becomes increasingly 
dominated by calculability, knowledge and means-end 
rationality. The reflexive construction of a self-
narrative fits this broader process.  The ethic of 
authenticity, Taylor (1991b) says, requires others to be 
sustained. For individuals to view themselves as 
unique, they must be seen as unique by others and feel 
accepted. Using Taylor (1991a) it can be said that the 
ethic is misunderstood by sociologists as being 
individual, while Taylor (1991a) shows that it is 
inherently social and cannot exist without recognition 
from others. Taylor (1991b) argues that this can also 
be seen on a larger scale: people still want to belong to 
a nation or a group and this will keep them engaged in 
politics if they realise the importance of mutual 
recognition. According to Taylor, the ideal of self-
determination as such cannot be the cause of declining 
political participation. 

 
CONCLUSION 
 
I have tried to make clear that a narrative view of 
identity construction can be more precise and realistic 

than sociological views. According to sociologists, 
modern societies condition individuals to make 
personal choices and use these to reflexively construct 
their lives and self-image. These sociological views 
sketch modern societal developments interestingly but 
are unable to portray individual complexities, unlike 
the narrative view. This view provides no consensus 
about the form or structure of the narrative self, the 
role of the self in constructing the narrative or about 
the consequences that could arise from it in interaction 
with societal developments. But it does reveal a more 
comprehensive view on identity construction that can 
be found in looking at the interdependencies between 
people and acknowledging that the narrative self 
cannot exist without the existence and approval of 
others.  

The narrative self is just as dependent on 
social ties as a self grounded in hierarchy or tradition. 
Thus, he distinction that sociologists often make 
between a traditional self focussed on a collective and 
the modern, individual self is overstated. When using 
this narrative view, the implications of individual 
identity construction can be investigated. It becomes 
clear that the ideal of creating a unique identity cannot 
by itself lead to political disinterest or self-absorption. 
However, the responsibility for self-development can 
lead to dire consequences at a personal level as seen 
from the rise of burn-out rates. Therefore, awareness 
of the social aspect of the self might be able to help. 
The interesting thing about the analogy of the 
snowflake, after all, is that actual snowflakes are 
indeed all unique, but they do form a united whole 
when they are grouped together.
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ABSTRACT 
Friedrich Hayek argues that knowledge problems make regulation and statism suboptimal mechanisms of allocation. Unregulated 
markets, on the other hand, best accommodate knowledge problems through the price mechanism and uphold individual freedom. 
This thesis is controversial. Still, an analytical gap plagues scholarship: critiques to Hayek largely mobilise ethical, historicist, or 
teleological readings. In other cases, externality-analysis operates somewhat inorganically, accepting the effectiveness of the price 
mechanism in knowledge transmission as a premise. A new take on Hayek’s evergreen should then stress-test his argument and 
the price mechanism on the basis of the very methodological individualism and rational choice analysis that underpin them. 
Reformulating markets as social choice mechanisms, and reviewing the concept of freedom, I contested Hayek’s thesis: the price 
mechanism is not a sufficient standard for economic decision-making, and unregulated free markets virtually result in illiberal 
individuals. In the first section, I paid close attention to the concept of liberty, and negotiated its meaning and implications in 
relation to the dominant positivist and negativist camps. In the second section, with the help of formal political theory and rational 
choice theory, I tested and rejected Hayek’s price mechanism and markets accordingly. Finally, I sketched the form regulation 
should justifiably assume.  
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SETTING THE STAGE 

Consensus across political theory and economy 
individuates Hayek’s ‘The Use of Knowledge in 
Society’ as the strongest epistemological critique to 
statist economics (Cockshott, 1996). Limits exist as to 
what and how much the state can know about the 
economic sphere, and therefore to the admissibility of 
state intervention. At an immediate level, two points 
should be made. First, that Hayek’s argument against 
economic statism is entangled with the defence of free 
markets. Statist economics are ‘bad’ and free markets 
‘good’, as they respectively fail and succeed on the 
same epistemological criterion (Hayek, 1945). 
Evaluating statist economics entails testing Hayek’s 
free market thesis. Second, that free market critics 
generally disengage with methodological 
individualism as an analytical framework (Cockshott, 
1996). That is, they disengage with questioning and 
modelling individual preferences and corresponding 
rational actions. For Hayek, however, scattered and 

diverse individual preferences and actions (just like 
knowledge problems) underpin the image of the 
economic sphere at all times. Each of us has specific 
and unique sets of preferences and are self-interested, 
hence we tend to take action toward their realisation or 
modes of action that suggest our preferences will 
obtain. The goodness of statist economics therefore 
obtains irrespective of methodological individualism. 
More problematically, it does so without justifying the 
analytical shift from knowledge problems and 
individual wants to other parameters (Cockshott, 
1996) - most notably egalitarian precepts (Wolff, 
2016). Similar analytical gaps invite to refocus the 
evaluation of Hayek’s argument and statist economics 
in the context of methodological individualism.  

Essentially, this involves the assumption that 
the goodness or badness of an economic system 
extrinsically depends on its adequacy as a social 
choice mechanism (Moulin, 2006). Recalling 
methodological individualism, what such mechanism 
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entails is the aggregation of the diverse preferences 
and the correspondent actions into specific patterns of 
resource allocation: individual A has x units of goods 
b, for which he paid z, and which he values y; 
individual B has ... etc. If the social choice mechanism 
is adequate, then we shall find that a) individual 
preferences are not rearranged or transformed by the 
mechanism; and b) that if all had the same preferences, 
the social mechanism will yield exactly those 
preferences. I shall detail this further in the second 
section, but for now let it suffice to say that an 
individual’s preferences are a set of ranked possible 
outcomes over a specific matter. Now, Hayek’s 
mechanism peculiarly rests on two elements. First, that 
the price mechanism effectively conveys all necessary 
and sufficient information (Hayek, 1945). Second, that 
individual liberty is and should be preserved by the 
mechanism (Hayek, 1945). I will therefore test 
whether these two premises guarantee that a) and b) 
are respected.  

From this standpoint, I will argue that 
Hayek’s price mechanism fails on the outlined criteria, 
and conjointly that knowledge problems are an 
insufficient standard of evaluation for economic 
systems. A genuinely free market, at last, would 
require a degree of statism. In the first section, I pay 
attention to the idea of liberty as the fundamental value 
in Hayek’s and markets frameworks. I will attempt to 
operationalise the idea of liberty, starting with Berlin’s 
positive-negative dichotomy as a reference. In the 
second section, I reconstruct Hayek’s overarching 
argument. Mobilising the concept of liberty derived 
earlier, I then test and refute it as invalid as a social 
choice mechanism. Lastly, I will discuss the 
implications such shifts entail in evaluating regulation 
and state intervention.  

BETWEEN TWO CAMPS: 
OPERATIONALIZING THE CONCEPT OF 
FREEDOM 

As said, individual liberty is the fundamental value to 
be upheld by Hayek’s mechanism. It is implicit that the 
failure of economic statism in tackling knowledge 
problems is problematic because it downplays, if 
outright neglects, individual wants and action (Hayek, 
1945; Hayek 2014). The concept of individual liberty, 
which we inevitably need to define to seek a validation 

or rebuttal of Hayek’s concerns with economic statism 
as repressive, is seldom a uniform concept. Profound 
divergencies in political theory exist as to what ‘to be 
free’ entails (MacCallum, 1967). In operationalising 
the concept, I shall derive it from a discussion of the 
mainstream dichotomy between negative and positive 
conceptions of freedom. I will hold as premise that 
individuals have interests and that free individuals 
initiate actions that are not contrary to such interests. 
This represents a weaker version of the slightly more 
intricate claim that individuals engage in action 
according to their own interests. Now, negative 
freedom is often presented as ‘freedom from’. To be 
free from some item entails that such item is not able 
to influence, divert, or coerce action. This unduly 
draws attention more to the absence of a particular 
direct interference - or the efficient cause for not acting 
- rather than to the true object of that liberty. Being free 
from institutionalised homophobia does not mean I am 
free to be open about my sexuality. This point is 
rehearsed by the concept of positive liberty. The latter 
is not so much concerned with eliminating sources of 
interference as to ascertaining that the action and 
preferences are genuinely expressible in the first place. 
That the individual is autonomous or empowered over 
a particular item (in voting, in purchasing), is close to 
saying that the individual is positively free. Hayek is 
closer to the negative camp. Individual freedom 
requires economic freedom from state regulation 
(Hayek, 2014). If finding instances in which regulation 
would instead promote liberty, it is first necessary to 
come to terms with the validity of the negative 
account. We shall look a bit more closely into the 
implications of this assertion.  

The questions on freedom that I believe the 
most relevant to the paper is the following: ‘Do 
negative views of freedom contrast with their positive 
counterpart? Can freedom be conciliated with some 
form of regulation other than minimal concessions?” 
In his analysis of freedom, MacCallum contests the 
practical mutual exclusiveness (Berlin, 1969) of 
Negative and Positive liberty, rather than the 
ontological, as an issue resulting from the assumptive 
interpretations of each camp of theorists (McCallum, 
1967). The contribution maintains a meta-theoretical 
outlook and remains allegedly inconclusive in terms of 
normative potential. Nonetheless, it valuably redirects 
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attempts at evaluating and re-reading Berlin’s 
distinction to a critical examination of latent premises 
in its understandings of positive and negative liberty, 
and of their interaction. I will rethink Berlin’s 
theorisation as a false dichotomy: while valid as a 
distinction, positive and negative liberty are not 
competing ontologies or practices of freedom. Instead, 
they are contiguous categories of a multidimensional 
individual liberty within polities. The discussion will 
first consider the pluralist premise in Berlin’s 
argument and contest totalitarian implications of 
positive liberty in relation to power dimensions. Then, 
the relation between the two will be reconceptualised 
with reference to the social contract and to a generative 
moment of positive liberty. Finally, their possible false 
exhaustiveness will be explored in relation to 
Republican Freedom (Pettit, 2002).  

The idea of freedom Berlin’s concept of 
negative freedom presupposes a pluralist theorisation 
of the state and of power distribution, and 
incompletely measures individual liberty. Negative 
freedom fundamentally requires the mere absence of 
restrictions to individual pursuit of free choice: no 
external interference must impede agency (Berlin, 
1969). An equivalent, more useful conceptualisation is 
that free individuals are not subject to any external 
decision-making power, or direct coercion (Dahl, 
1957). This exposes Berlin's Pluralist premise: the 
ontological exhaustiveness of negative freedom 
requires overt structures and distributions of relational 
power (Truman, 1951), and the interchangeability of 
freedom and non-interference. This condition is 
problematic as it considers power limitedly to its first 
dimension. Second- and third-dimension power 
(Lukes, 2005) lack external relational coercion but 
effectively limit individual freedom in the way Berlin 
defines it. Significantly, if non-relational power makes 
individuals unfree in some unrestrictive polity, then 
negative liberty, as long as theorised as a uniform 
property, fails to map individual freedom 
exhaustively. The ‘law of anticipated reactions’ 
(Bachrach and Baratz 1963) illustrates this: in a 
polyarchy, an individual is not subject to external 
coercion; notwithstanding, fearing that pursuing a 
certain choice will result in some unfavourable 
consequences, the person acts differently than 
originally intended. The reasonable conclusion is that 

they are unfree overall and that negative liberty only 
partly measures individual freedom. The 
counterarguments that overall liberty would still hold, 
that the mere possibility of negatively free action is 
sufficient to individual freedom, is tempting. In this 
case though, a textual contradiction with Berlin’s 
understanding of liberty exists: the ‘suppression of 
wishes’ associated to non-coercive powers decreases 
overall individual freedom, curtailing self- mastery 
despite nominal possibilities (Berlin 1969) Hence, 
negative freedom, while valid as a category, enacts 
individual liberty only to a limited extent. The 
necessity of explaining this divergency naturally 
invites to an examination of positive freedom: not only 
is it part of the original dichotomy, but also embodies 
the closest idea to the genuine self-mastery curtailed in 
‘retreating to the inner citadel’ (Berlin, 1969, p. 38).  

Practices of positive liberty are not endemic 
to authoritarianism (or to repressive economic statism 
and complement its negative ‘version’ in construing 
meaningful individual freedom in polities. Berlin 
identifies the loss of individual liberty in the 
construction of a collective higher self through the 
pursuit of positive freedom (Berlin, 1969), the 
employment of ideological power to remould the ruled 
on the image of the ruler (Pitkin, 1972) into an 
artificial Volonté Générale. On the other hand, 
diversified polities require delegation and involve, as 
observed, both non-decision-making and ideological 
powers to different degrees (Schumpeter 1961; 
Michels, 2010). The exemplary totalitarian rule Berlin 
adduces against positive liberty, does not therefore 
introduce new and exclusive forms of power 
distribution or un-freedom. Instead, it radicalises 
power and liberty structures allegedly existing in all 
polities. If this is accurate, then the diffusion of 
multidimensional power suggests that, to different 
degrees, a General Will built on positive freedom 
characterises all polities in which the single is overall 
unfree. Formal results in social theory have 
demonstrated that in diversified non-authoritarian 
polities, a General Will, or a collective higher self, 
cannot exist (McKelvey, 1976). Crucially, this 
discharges practices of positive liberty from 
compulsory authoritarian drifts: if we accept, as shown 
previously, that individual un-freedom also exists 
outside authoritarian regimes, the lack of overall 
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liberty requires neither a collective higher self or, as 
already discussed, external coercion to emerge. 
Ultimately, positive un-freedom is not a prerogative or 
a symptom of authoritarian rule, or mutually exclusive 
with its negative counterpart, but partakes in the 
articulation of overall individual (un-)freedom in all 
polities. More than a simple false dichotomy, an 
exegesis of Berlin’s distinction reveals a fundamental 
complementarity of the concepts.  

An objection to complementarity, one can 
reasonably observe that negative liberty is an 
accessory of positive liberty, and that the latter alone 
determines overall individual freedom. Debunking 
similar interpretations necessitates rethinking the 
interplay between the two. Conceptually, positive 
freedom can be reconceived as a ‘political share’ that 
guarantees the stability natural, individual negative 
freedom. The transition from a state of nature to a 
stateless polity illustrates this notion. Social contract 
theory holds that individuals in the natural state enjoy 
infinite negative liberty. While disagreement exists on 
the rationale of the transition, instability of negative 
freedom represents a common ground (Hobbes, 2012; 
Locke, 1993). A non-transitioning system would 
degenerate into oppression and in loss of negative 
liberty: individuals are not their own masters and are 
unfree overall. Whether a state, a polyarchy or castes 
emerge, some reduction in original negative liberties 
precedes association. Similarly, Proudhon’s analysis 
posits an underpinning trading of negative rights 
(2007): the set of equal mutual reductions in negative 
freedom among individuals establishes a shared, 
mutable minimum political freedom, understandable 
as positive liberty. Textual evidence that individuals in 
diversified societies share some ‘minimum freedom’ 
(Berlin, 1969) indicates that Berlin understands 
positive liberty similarly – albeit as a latent component 
of the negative one. Re-reading the case of individual 
un-freedom under authoritarian rule, some form of 
collective identity thus substitutes positive liberty as 
the basis of the polity. The induced lack of a ‘political 
share’ as understood undoes the transition, producing 
the individual loss of negative liberty in favour of 
oppressors. Coherently, in Berlin’s benevolent 
dictatorship (Berlin, 1969), the lack of positive liberty 
destabilises any retained negative freedom, which may 
decay irreversibly at any point. The two counterparts 

are distinct, contiguous, and equally necessary. While, 
as already discussed, lack of negative liberty is an 
immediate and unavoidable indicator of individual un-
freedom, positive liberty, contrarily to libertarian 
interpretations, produces the stability that equates 
negative freedom to the overall individual one and 
should be safeguarded through state intervention.  

It remains to determine whether a binary, 
albeit non-exclusive understanding of liberty, exhausts 
and successfully categorises freedom as an ‘object’. In 
this sense, third-way approaches to the question, such 
as Pettit’s Republican Freedom (2002), invite 
attention. Liberty as non-domination, or independence 
from arbitrary power (Lovett, 2018), appears on the 
surface level to surpass dualism, closely to the re-
reading of positive liberty I proposed. 
Notwithstanding, the merger of the two concepts is 
problematic and undermines meaningful treatments of 
individual liberty. Indeed, republican freedom is 
essentially a relational property, identical and 
monolithic, which individuals in a polity acquire by 
citizenship (Pettit, 2002). This starkly contrasts with 
the proposed understanding, as it implies the state 
limits intervention to cases of general will (Pettit, 
2002). This possibility has been debunked, as seen, by 
formal social choice theory. It follows that genuine 
republicanism empirically admits no state intervention 
in safeguarding the concept of liberty it proposes. It 
has been already noted that, in diversified polities such 
as those developing citizenship, forms of non-
relational power emerge (Lukes, 2005). Foucault 
analysed the material implications of the political 
discourse, further articulating the idea of power: 
conditions of thought and practice (such as republican 
liberty) are limited by political discourses (Foucault, 
1998), such as Republicanism. We have indeed 
already noted that the danger of domination looms not 
only on the public sphere, but well extends into the 
private one and in the methodological individualist 
realm of preferences. These grievances qualify 
republican-like conceptions of freedom as merely 
nominal, as the only instrument for the identification 
and solution of those grievances is represented by a 
binary and interplaying, flexible distinction. On the 
other hand, modern political theory reckons traditional 
monographs as inherently problematic: political 
objects such as Liberty, are likely not self- contained 
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fields, but composite and interrelated dimensions of 
diversified societies (Reeve, 1991). The already 
asserted impossibility of a General Will additionally 
evidences the non-separability of individual interests 
(Hinich, 1997). Ultimately, while valid as distinctions, 
the two concepts likely represent categories, rather 
than objects, of individual political experience in the 
various dimensions - economic, sexual, educational, 
etc. - of polities.  

What to take home? I examined the premises 
and implications of Berlin’s distinction between 
negative and positive liberty in relation to the power 
structures of polities and utilised such findings to re-
read and rethink the binomial. Lastly, I tested the 
exhaustiveness of the distinction against third way 
approaches and the role of the state. Ultimately, the 
dichotomy, although exhaustive in treating liberty, 
reveals itself as false, as the two concepts are not 
mutually exclusive ontologies or practices. Instead, 
their interplay and coexistence, as categories 
informing the different dimensions of political 
experience, is foundational to overall individual liberty 
and admit state intervention and regulation. Liberty 
should therefore be sketched as a more flexible 
concept than mere absence of interference and take 
into consideration that individual empowerment and 
autonomy (or non-domination equally in the private 
and public spheres) are necessary to genuine and stable 
individual freedom. I will mobilise my assessment of 
freedom as critical value under the price mechanism.  

THE POLITICAL ECONOMY OF 
KNOWLEDGE IMPERFECTION:  
TESTING THE PRICE MECHANISM  

So far, I have shown that rethinking liberty emphasises 
that stability and autonomy should be relevant criteria 
for measuring and supplying freedom. If the price 
mechanism can be shown to fall short of these criteria 
in managing knowledge problems and in allocating 
resources, then Hayek’s argument is invalid relative to 
the sufficiency of the mechanism or to selecting 
knowledge problems as unique standards of 
evaluation. That is, the value (good or bad) of statist 
economics (and of free markets) as social choice 
mechanism is indeterminate under Hayek terms. It is 
necessary to show that the mechanism is internally 
inconsistent in upholding liberty, in that individuals 

are unfree - or lose freedom as autonomy - under and 
following the process of allocation. This may result 
from illiberality in preference formation, in action, in 
preference aggregation or in all of these. To proceed, I 
will first turn my attention to defining knowledge 
problems more rigorously, and the way the price 
mechanism would obviate them.  

Within methodological individualism, 
knowledge problems affect statist economics, but 
reconstructing Hayek’s argument exposes the 
contestable premise they are the only parameter 
relevant to evaluation. Knowledge problems arise 
from distinction between scientific knowledge – 
general information representable through statistical 
aggregation – and dispersed contextual knowledge. 
The latter consists of qualitative information specific 
to economic agents and thus non-communicable 
aggregately and numerically, such as risk management 
or entrepreneurial intuition about consumption or new 
technologies (Hayek, 1945). Crucially, the uniformity 
required by economic planning is incompatible with 
contextual information, (Hayek, 1945) and statist 
economics result in being unperceptive to changes in 
production possibilities and individual preferences 
(Cockshott, 1996). According to methodological 
individualism, statist economics are then 
fundamentally bad since they fail as social-choice 
mechanisms, as a simple thought experiment 
illustrates. Assuming central planning statistically 
establishes quantity y as the industrial output for good 
x, then potential individual consumption of x is fixed 
at a general level y (virtually nil) (Hayek, 1945). If, 
reasonably, at least one individual prefers a different 
level (virtually at any price) without making anyone 
worse off, then, either resources are misallocated 
(Moulin, 2006) and statist economics is fundamentally 
bad, or some other parameter must complement 
epistemological considerations in evaluating 
economic systems. A first latent premise is therefore 
exposed: statist economics are extrinsically bad as 
long as   the transmission of contextual knowledge 
justifiably remains the only issue relevant to 
evaluation.  

Criticism against Hayek suggests knowledge 
problems are more ubiquitous than hypothesised. 
Egalitarian critiques contest the epistemological 
limitation of central planning, engaging directly with 
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Hayek’s analytical framework. (Cockshott, 1996) The 
fundamental idea is that within a firm or industry the 
communication of contextual knowledge relies on 
scientific methods, such as in digitalisation and 
machine learning (Cockshott 1996): the need for intra-
firm communication objectifies and standardises 
contextual knowledge. It then follows that the 
statistical aggregation of such information is not 
definitionally impossible, but rather an issue of 
efficiency or organisation. Although tempting, this 
circumnavigates knowledge problems, implying only 
‘objectified’ contextual information informs firm 
agency. The psychological studies underpinning such 
critique demonstrate that individuals grow aware of 
their agency after acting (Dennett, 1991). Such delay 
showcases that non-detectable contextual information 
drives economic behaviour. In particular, while firm 
agency may rely on the coordination and 
objectification of some contextual knowledge, as long 
as the reference unit of analysis is the individual, this 
subjects statistical analysis and statist economics to the 
impossibility to communicate contextual knowledge 
necessary to agency. Notwithstanding, the presence of 
knowledge problems in firm-driven, dispersed 
economic systems should not be underestimated. 
While ultimately flawed, relevant criticism indirectly 
exposes a latent premise in Hayek’s argument, hinting 
knowledge problems may be endemic to free markets 
as well – a significant departure point for re-evaluating 
statist economics.  

If knowledge problems affect free-markets 
and transmitting contextual knowledge is an 
inadequate standard for resource-allocation, then 
Hayek’s argument against statist economics by 
comparison with free markets is invalid. The tools of 
social choice theory allow to formally test the 
proposition in the context of methodological 
individualism (Arrow, 1994). As assumed, the free-
market for a specific good is a social choice 
mechanism S, standardly described by the 4-tuple 
(Moulin, 2006): 

S = {N, X, G, P}  

In this case, N is the set of economic agents n, X the 
set of objective possible outcomes z from the free 
market, G the game form, a set of individual rights m 
which identify possible actions (e.g wilfully paying 

any price, only a certain price, or boycott) and a 
function z=f(m) mapping such actions into the set X. 
P is the set of individual welfare functions p(n) – 
binary relations comparing outcomes z on the basis of 
tastes, information, and costs among other factors 
(Moulin, 2006): if individual n prefers z’ to z’’, this is 
formalised as z’p(n)z’’. Mobilising this against 
Hayek’s claims requires a thought experiment. At each 
moment the market operates on two levels: on the one 
hand, dispersed knowledge determines the price, and 
on the other, economic agents respond to such price 
with some action. Proceeding backwards, one arrives 
at some hypothetical moment at which price- 
determination first occurs. Here, we observe that an 
individual n compares outcomes z, represented by 
policy or outcome vectors (Moulin, 2006), on the basis 
of information about their properties. If k is a single 
piece of information for a hypothetical perfect knower 
e, then: 

𝑧(𝑘1, 𝑘2… ) = [

𝑘1
𝑘2
…
𝑘𝑛

] 

For real economic agents, the same vector would lack 

some value k. After market forces determine price π, 
all individual vectors register new information and 
compare outcomes. Crucially, Hayek does not claim 
free-markets resolve knowledge problems: their 
defence rests on the adequacy of price as knowledge-
transmitting mechanism: prices convey to economic 
agents the information necessary and sufficient for free 
agency (Hayek, 1945). It is necessary to compare an 
individual n to the perfect knower e with an identical 
individual welfare function p. (Note that the dimension 

k of the policy- vectors represents the quantity and π 
the reservation price, that is the two dimension of a 
general demand curve on the plane. For simplicity, and 
as the bracketed labels indicate, one of the two k values 
will be taken to be zero. This is purely discretional: the 
argument still applies to any other quantity.) 

If information π is necessary and sufficient 
for economic agents, then no piece of information in 
possession of the ‘perfect knower’ could ‘reshuffle’ 
outcome preferences. This does not hold true in several 
instances (Moulin, 2006): while price, as demonstrated 
earlier, conveys information necessary for an 
extrinsically good economic system, such knowledge 
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is insufficient. Therefore, either some economic 
system is superior to free markets purely on 
epistemological basis, or some parameter other than 
knowledge must enter analysis: in any case, Hayek’s 
defence of free markets from his epistemological 
claims is a non-sequitur. A series of situations exhibit 
this distortion of individual preferences: unaddressed 
production externalities, stolen goods, ethical issues, 
financial risk, or an unregistered variation in some 
preference that the individual holds non-separable 
from the preference on the good. An unaware buyer 
formally potentially prefers outcomes they would have 
rejected if informed (Fig.2).  

While the situation above makes a marginal 
case for the failure of price mechanism on the 
knowledge standard, it is worth considering that this 
may not always be the case. It is fairly straightforward 
that the magnitude of knowledge failure, its relevance 
to the individual, and the way it trades off or interacts 
with their preference on good z do play a role in 
determining the loss of autonomy or the overall degree 
of unfreedom. A more powerful instrument is needed 
to inquire into knowledge failure. Political economy, 
and more specifically spatial theories of individual 
preference, may well offer it (Hindmoor and Taylor, 
2015; Hinich, 1997). It is necessary to zoom-in even 
more, moving from the social mechanism to individual 
preferences, which is to say the elements of the set P 
in the original 4-tuple. Some background theory, at 
this point, may be useful. Formally, a preference is, 
once again, a universal political vector that records the 
ideal level or degree to which goods, services, values, 
etc. exist. When stating ‘preference in terms of z’ or 
‘in relation to z’ we are purely restricting our attention 
to a specific dimension of the more general n-
dimensional vector. This vector is the ideal point. 
Obviously, we don’t always get what we want. I may 
want to have three cars and two unicorns – but the 
fulfilment of my ideal exogenously depends also on 
the possibilities or potential outcomes on each 
dimension: I may, at best, end up with three cars. Still, 
I will prefer the outcome in which I have three cars to 
the one in which I only own two (at least as long as 
cars and unicorns is all I am concerned with). 
Crucially, we tend to select and to take initiative 
towards those outcomes that are closer to our ideal. Or, 
economically speaking, that minimise the distance 

from our ideal point. Recalling the idea of utility, it 
increases when potential outcomes approach my ideal 
point, and decreases when outcomes move further 
away from such multidimensional ideal point z 
(monotonicity), expressed by some vector on the 
political space. We will restrict our case to the one in 
which only the original good and some other 
dimension relevant to the individual interact, bearing 
in mind that the more numerous the interacting 
dimensions and individuals, the more likely the 
possibility of illiberally reordering individual 
preferences. Letting the ideal point be a vector P (x; y), 
some potential outcome be a vector Z(x_i,y_i), and 
letting a salience-interaction matrix A describe the 
interaction (given that the outcome in one dimension, 
or in terms of one of the two ‘goods’ is fixed, does this 
affect my preferred outcome restricted to the other 
good and how much?) and relevance (how important 
is to me that I consume or not consume the good) of 
the two goods to the individual (Hinich, 1997), we 
calculate the weighed distance between the ideal point 
and any vector in the family of bi-dimensional z 
outcome-vectors as follows:  

𝑑(𝑃, 𝑍) = √[𝑥𝑧 − 𝑥𝑖𝑦𝑧 − 𝑦𝑖]
𝑇𝐴 [

𝑥𝑧 − 𝑥𝑖
𝑦𝑧 − 𝑦𝑖

]  

where 

𝐴 = [
𝑎11 𝑎12
𝑎12 𝑎22

] 

𝑑(𝑃, 𝑍) = [𝑎11(𝑥𝑧 − 𝑥𝑖)
2 + 2𝑎12(𝑥𝑧 − 𝑥𝑖)(𝑦𝑧

− 𝑦𝑖) + 𝑎22(𝑦𝑧 − 𝑦𝑖)
2]1 2⁄  

This euclidean distance function yields the distance 
between the agent’s ideal point and any possible 
outcome in the two-dimensional space: that is, it fully 
maps the set of outcomes into the set of real numbers 
and generates a full individual utility profile, in which 
the utility-maximising choice (preferred outcome) is 
the one with the lowest real value under the distance 
function (minimises distance, thus maximises 
monotonic utility). At this point, all needed is to 
imagine that knowledge omitted by the price 
mechanism resurfaces, that is, the term changes from 
0 to some different value, and consider the conditions 
that allow for a reordering of individual preferences. 
We will do this by assuming that outcome z brings, 
along with good y, some fixed level of some 
unpleasant dimension x, say pollution or child labour. 
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It will be fixed at x_z=x^' (meaning, preference is 
effectively x^'). 

I now want to know how this impacts 
individual preference. That is, I shall determine the 
new, unknown preferred outcome y_i*to which origin 
preference y_i changes to minimise the euclidean 
distance d(P,[x^' y_i*]^T) given the new information 
(this informally implies a restricted the domain of the 
distance/utility function and of maximisation from the 
whole set of vectors in the political to the set having 
x^' as x-component). This is a standard procedure in 
calculus. This is a standard procedure in calculus and 
involves only solving the associate first-order 
condition, that is, finding the value y_i* of y_i for 
which the derivative of the distance function has value 
zero. Rewriting our distance as 

𝑑(𝑃, [𝑥′𝑦𝑖 ∗]
𝑇) = [𝑎11(𝑥

′ − 𝑥𝑖)
2 + 2𝑎12(𝑥

′

− 𝑥𝑖)(𝑦𝑖 ∗ −𝑦𝑖) + 𝑎22(𝑦𝑖
∗ −𝑦𝑖)

2]1 2⁄  

𝑑(𝑃, [𝑥′𝑦𝑖 ∗]
𝑇)

𝑑𝑦𝑖 ∗
= 0 

𝑑(𝑃, [𝑥′𝑦𝑖 ∗]
𝑇)

𝑑𝑦𝑖 ∗
= −𝑎22𝑦𝑖 + 𝑎22𝑦𝑖 ∗ −𝑎12𝑥𝑖

+ 𝑎12𝑥
′ = 0 

𝑦𝑖 ∗= 𝑦𝑖 −
𝑎12
𝑎22

(𝑥′ − 𝑥𝑖) 

Therefore, a new and different conditional preference 
exists as long as the interaction or trade-off (a12) 
between the two goods is different from zero. But if 
this is accurate, recalling that any outcome is a 

function of some required action m ( 𝑧 = (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖) =

𝑓(𝑚) from the set of individual rights or negative 
liberties:  

(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖) = 𝑓(𝑚)′ and (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 ∗) = 𝑓(𝑚)′′ 

Then, recalling our perfect knower 𝑓(𝑚)′𝑝(𝑛)𝑓(𝑚)′′ 

but 𝑓(𝑚)′𝑝(𝑒)𝑓(𝑚)′′ 

Therefore, knowledge problems in free markets not 
only result in potentially individually undesired 
outcomes, but also illiberally interfere with individual 
action, preference formation, and preference 
aggregation. Noticeably the meaning of liberty we 
arrive through this calculus is close to the idea of 

autonomy as an indispensable category of human 
freedom explored in section one. Even from the 
framework of methodological individualism and 
libertarianism Hayek operates in, it follows some form 
of intervention should justifiably complement the 
price mechanism in making the ‘reshuffling’ of 
knowledge available, and that genuine freedom of 
choice and action should consequentially figure 
among relevant parameters in the form. Ultimately, the 
inadequacy of contextual knowledge as 
epistemological and sole criterion of evaluation rejects 
the Hayek’s dual thesis: knowledge problems do not 
automatically render markets and, crucially, statist 
economics, in its broadest sense, extrinsically good or 
bad systems free. They remain, in Hayek’s framework, 
caught up in indeterminacy.  

The question on what form the demonstrated 
neutrality of statist economics admits is central to 
establishing a standard for evaluating economic 
statism. Such form likely resumes previous remarks 
about the necessity of integrating free markets with 
some platform for distributing ‘reshuffling’ 
information and with liberty of choice and agency as 
relevant parameters. As shown, the assumption of 
methodological individualism as framework refutes 
outcome-setting statism as allocation mechanism. Yet, 
texts in libertarian economic and political theory 
(Wolff, 2016) establish property acquisition and 
transfer as central factors to liberty in resource-
allocation (Williams, 2006). Relevantly, currency 
constitutes property, and its exchange a transfer 
(Nozick, 2013): the natural question to ask when 
consumption of a good, as a transfer of currency, is 
justified. Resuming the case in the previous section, 
assume individual n and the perfect knower e are about 
to purchase a specific car at a certain price. Suppose 
the car exhibits production externalities. Is buying the 
car justifiable for any of the two? Our discussion in the 
previous section rules out reasonable justifications for 
n’s purchase. The central element, then, is determining 
whether e’s purchase is or isn’t justifiable. Traditional 
approaches focus on maintaining the Lockean Proviso 
(Nozick 2013): essentially, property (currency) 
transfers are justifiable, as uses of property, if no one 
becomes worse off as a consequence. Their purchase, 
thus, should not be justified. The standard form 
admitted by allocative-neutral statist economics then 
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entails maintaining the Lockean Proviso through fiscal 
regulation (Nozick, 2013) only of free market 
transactions immediately dependent on ‘reshuffle’ 
knowledge. This knowledge being non-contextual, it 
can be effectively aggregated by definition (Hayek 
1945).  

CONCLUSION 

In this essay, I have examined Hayek’s entangled cases 
against statist economics and for the free market and 
set it against a broader theoretical framework for 
theorising freedom. After deriving a common ground, 
in the non-exclusiveness of the two concepts of liberty, 

and adopting methodological individualism and public 
choice devices for internal consistency, I have tested 
the latent premises in Hayek’s dual argument, 
demonstrating that knowledge problems extend 
beyond what originally suggested, and that 
transmission of contextual knowledge, while 
necessary, is not a sufficient parameter for evaluating 
economic systems. Such problematisation resulted in 
postulating the extrinsic neutrality of economic statism 
as an allocative mechanism, and tracing extrinsically- 
good statism in liberty-preserving statist intervention 
in regulating property. 
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